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THE WORTHY USE OF LEISURE OBJECTIVE 
IN TEACHING OF ENGLISH LITERATURE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Previous studies made.~ The worthy use of leisure has 

been set up as one of the cardinal principles of secondary 

eaucation, but, according to previous studies made, there 

seems to be very little evidence that educators have trans

lated this objective into their daily practice. The fact 

that emphasis has been made 1n the extra-curricular activ

ities rather than in specific courses, is indicated by a 

study of the bibliographies of work in-education. In 1931 

Marion M. Wycott1 concluded from the study or the teaching 

of history in junior high school, that, although history 

has a place in leisure time, slight emphasis is placed upon 

it. 

Earl u. Rugg2 has made a summary or investigations re

lating t ·o extra-curricular activities. These activities 

have as an objective the worthy use or leisure. He reports 

a study3 by o. D. Wyatt principal or the Daggett Elementa.l'y 

1 - " . Marion M. Wycoff, The Worthy Use of Leisure as an 
Objective in Teaching History 1n Junior High School," · 
Master's thesis, New York University, New York City, 1931. 

2 . 
Earl. Underwood Rugg, SUMMA.RY OF INVESTIG TIONS RE-

LATING TO EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVlTIEs, Greeley: Colorado 
State Teachers College, l930. . 

3 
Ibid. ·· P• 262. 
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School of Fort Worth, Texas~ in which he made an analysis of 

the leisure activities of adults. He reels that one of the 

outstanding defects in modern education is that it really 

takes no account of leisure as a permanent factor in our 

life. The study was undertaken because. he felt that such an 

analysis would be a useful basis for construction of curric

ulum activities. The work revealed that people talk about 

education for leisure · but have not put it into practice. It 

also indicated that the educational background of an indiv

idual tends to influence him in selecting his leisure-time 

activities. Mr. Wyatt recommends a definite guidance pro

gram in worthy use of leisure and that more attention be 

given to literature and fine ar~s because they have a direct 

bearing upon leisure activities. He recommends that every 

instructor take into account the big problem of training tor 

leisure. 

Ce~tainly an approach to the problem of education for 

leisure must be made through the _interests of young people. 

Several studies have been made to learn the interests and 

hobbies of young people and the use that is made of leisure. 

In 1928 Frank D. Boone4 at the University of Kansas made a 

study of collecting among the children or Kansas. 

4 . 
Frank D. Boone~ "A Study of Collecting Among Children 

in Kansas in 1928,tt Thesis University ot Kansas, 1928. 
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In 1930 Claire Mi tche_115 studied hobbies of a few pro

fessional men and omen. The study included the kinds of 

hobbies, time spent in hobbi~s, and cost and origin of hob

bies • . It revealed that hobbies among professional people 

were quite general and that the majority of hobbies devel

oped from childhood. New creative hobbies are being taken 

un by teachers. 

At the Universi-ty. of Oregon in 1931,- Alice Spurg~n6 

completed a study of the reading tastes, vocational choices, 

and hobby interests of junior high school pupils . She 

.learned that pupils of higher ability groups read nearly 

four times as -much as those of lower ability groups . Book 

reading ha~ the most homogeneous choic·e among abili t _y groups, 

and a better type of magazine was reported among these . · 

groups. Of the best liked books more· than eighty per cent 

were found on the school _ reading lists. 

Harvey C. Lehman7of the University of Kansas made a 

study of the reading interests of children when they read 

"just for fun." His study shows a range from eighty per cen 

5 
Claire Mitchell , "Hobbies of a Fe Professional Men 

and Women " Master• s thesfs, George Peabody College for 
Teachers:Nashville, Tenn., 1930. 

6 
Alice Spurgin, "A Study of the Reading Tastes, Voca

tional Choices, and Hobby Interests of Junior High School 
Pupils." Master's thesis, University of Oregon, Eugene, · 
1931. 

7 
. Harv_ey C. Lehman, "Readi;ng Books Just for Fun," 

SCHOOL REVIEW, Vol. 34 , pp. 357~65, 1926. 
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at an age level of eight and one-half years to about fifty 

per cent at an age level of eighteen and one-half years for 

the boys. ihe per cents on the interest curve decrease con

sistently with the increase in age level. There was a some

what wider range for the girls,--trom eighty per cent at the 

age level of eight and one-half years to about forty per cent 

at an age level of eighteen and one-half years. The curve 

of interest is somewhat higher than eighty per cent at both 

the nine and one-half and the thirteen and one-half levels. 

Otherwise the curve dropped consistently with increase in 

age level for girls. 

In 1929 Ben M. Hanna8 made a study of leisure-time ac

tivities of normal and bright children in grades seven to 

twelve. He sought to discover what types of activity nor

mally occupy their leisure time and presented his results by 

age and sex groups. He found that the number and type of 

activities for a particular week were much more limited than 

those that the children indicated as ·liking, and in general, 

were rather aimless, unprofitable activities with. no partic

ular value for intellectual and physical development of the 

child. Then~ too, the amount of leisure activities in a . 

week was verr high for all groups. 

Mabel c. Hermans, Research Assistant in the Los Angeles 

8Ben M. Hanna, "Leisure Time Activities of Normal and 
Bright Children in Grades Seven. to Twelve." BULLETIN OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPLES OF THE NATIONAL 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, January f92S, Bulletin No. 24. 
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city schools, , believes that the .importance of interest as a 

driving force in the education of secondary-school pupils 

has not peen stre~sed sufficiently. Late 1n 1929 she began 

a study 1n which she .attempted to us·e the dominant interests 

of junior-high-school adolescents in the construction of the 

Los Angeles course of study in junior-high-school English. 

A canvass of the dominant interests of Los Angeles adoles

cents was made in twenty Los Angeles junior high. schools. 

ihe study9 is reported in three parts. Part I presents the 

general life interests of Los Angeles adolescents. Part II 

discusses their reading interests. Part III gives certain 

conclusions concerning the utilization of adolescent in~er

ests 1n a course of study in junior-high-achoo~ reading. 

The data presented in the study show a wide variety of inte 

ests even in the so called homogeneous groups. Miss Hermans 

believes that it is the. teacher's responsibility to discover · 

and util·ize the interests of the individual child 1n leading 

him "from where he is to where he ought to be. '1 She says,10 

"Many times the interest subsists on poor fare. It is the 

responsibility of the teacher -to help the child to find the 

proper food, to enable him to desire the proper food." She 

recommends a·ny worth-while book which is well written the 

9 
Mabel c. Hermans, "Utilizing Adolescent- Interests," 

LOS ANGELES EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BULLETIN6 Vol. ·x, No. 86 
P• 2. Los Angeles city schools, May--tune 1931. · 

10 - . 
Ibid. P• 28. 
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content of which lies within the interests of adolescents 

whether such a book is ranked a classic or not. 

For the past four years George E. Davis, Principal of 

the Senior High School at Keokuk~ Iowa, has carried on a 

study in Keokuk end a few other high schools with the view 

of determining how prevalent hobbies are among high school 

boys and girls, how wide a variety of hobby interests they 

have, for what duration· they have been hobby interests, and 

how much time they spend on these hobbies.11 A study of the 

sources of hobbies revealed the school as a source ot inter

·est for acquiring hobbies above other agencies. Other 

sources, named in order of importance we~e the home, similar 

interest of a friend, reading. In one particular group of 

329 pupils studied he reports 667 hobbies and 667,999 dif

ferent interests listed. In response to the question whethe 

class-room activities c_ontributed to hobbies in any appre

ci~ble amount, nearly twice as many said "yes" as said "no". 

Mr. Davis sees in the school great opportunities for foster

ing worthy leisure activities. 
. . 

In March, 1933, Eugene T. Lies completed a report12 of 

the findings i ·n a studr which was made 'for the National 

Recreation Association. lll.e study was undertaken because of 

a firm conviction that education must play a much larger and 

11George E. Davis, "Riding a Hobby · to ·school," HOBBIES 
Vol. 38, No. 11, PP• 17-21, 168~69, Jan. 1934. 

12Eugene T~ Lies, THE ·NEW LEISURE CHALLENGES THE 
Washington D. c., Nationa 
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more conscious part than it has ever played in the problem 

of utilization of free time. The author attempted to answer 

the question as to whether the public schools are taking the 

element of leisure, which represents· an increasingly large 

segment of life~ sufficiently into account. The officials 

of the National Recreation Association felt that a survey of 

activities, a weighing of facts, a survey of trends, and 

some evaluating of programs and methods .might be made a help

ful cooperative effort with the schools. They hoped that 

such a study would be a contribution to the thinking on the 

new ideals of education for a world in which lei~ure is an 
✓---✓ 

increasingly large segment of life. 

1 Only public schools in cities of 51 000 population or 

more were studied. The author, a.ssisted by Mr. R. D. WallacE 

visited thirty-five public schools in all grade~ and high 

school from . March 3, 1931, through May 31, 1932. Confer

ences were held with superintendents, heads of departments, 

and other educators· as well as lay citizens who were sup

posed to be :informed on school affairs. A study was made of 

the annual reports of these educators, and of courses of 

study and research reports pertinent to the subject. Two 

questionnaires were sent to 1,448 school systems of 5,000 

population and more, other than those visited. The author 

and his assistant also reviewed a large number of education

al publications~ both books and magazines pertinent to the 

subject, and have included an excellent bibliography of such 
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materials in their report. 

The author concludes that the worthy use of leisure ob

jective has affected the making of the school curricula and 

formulation of school procedure, but· for the most part 

schools have not yet 1n practice come up to anything like a 

tull realization of the possibilities of those aims. ihe 

whole question of schools 1n relation to recreational oppor

tunities available to young people or lack of them is re

ceiving increasing attention on the part of school men. 

Many schools are already playing a big part in the study. 

Need for the study.- The need for the study that is un

dertaken here is apparent. First, there is an increased 

amount of enforced leis'Ul'e because of the place of machines 

and labor-saving devices in modern society. Second, it is 

apparent from the previous studies made that the worthy use 

of leisure has not been- sufficiently stressed in the teach-

ing of school subjects. Third, investigations show that 1n 

general children fill leisure with aimless, unprofitable 

activities with no particular value for their int~llectual 

or physical development. Fourth, love for good reading, one 

of the aims ot· an English course, seems to be developed most 

ly am~ng groups of those of the higher intelligence level. 

Fifth, one_ of the most apparent needs for enrichment of the 

English course to awaken interests in worth-while pursuits 

for leisure may be seen if we observe the reactions ot peo

ple 1n leisure. We ~ay find a comp.aratively small group 
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whose lives are rich and interesting because their leisure 

affords not only recreation but also means or continual 

growth. Then there 1s the "dead-alive" hackneyed type de

scribed· by Robert Louis Stevenson.13· These people "ar.e 
. scarcely conscious of . living except in exercise of some con
ventional occupation ••••• They have no curiosity •••••••• If 
they have to wait for a train, they fall into a stupid 
trance with their eyes open. 4s if a man's soul were not 
too small to begin with, they have dwarfed theirs by all 
work and no play; until here they are at forty, with a list
less attention, a mind vacant of all material amusement, and 
not one thought to rub against another while they wait :for a 
train." 

In direct contrast with these people is the type which 

Stewart Chase14 chooses to call the "high pressure frater

nity who want _to pack leisure full or jumping jacks." These 

people engage in pastimes involving "clicking turn styles, 

burning up the roads, Hollywood jazz, Coney Island, comic 

strips·, and bad books." Thus the stress and strain .of life 

~ is exaggerated by this almost h.ysterical search for a new 

thrill. It would seem that these two extremes are a chal

lenge to education, . for surely ~he~ should. be corrected.

Sixth, the study by Earl T. ·Robacker15 in the field or 

13Robert Louis Stevenson, "An Apology for Idlers," 
ESSAYS OLD AND NEW, Essie Chamberlain, Editor1 PP• 8-9. 
New York: Marcou.rt Brace and Company, 1926. 

14stewart Chase, ·•• American Leisure," JOURNAL NATIONAL 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,. Vol. 2li No. 3, P• 99 1 March 193·2. 

15 " . Earl T. Robacker, The Relation of Formal and Crea-
tive Teaching to Results in Creating Writing," Master's 
thesis, New York University, New York City, 1931. 
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creative writi~g would indicate that enrichment of the cours 

might be worth while. Mr. Robacker found that a high intell 

igence quotient is commeasur~te with. outstanding creative 

ability· in systems where creative teaching is stressed. In 

schools having nothing to do with creative teaching there 

seemed to be no relation between ·intelligence quotient and 

creative writing. Is it not reasonable to suppose that simi 

lar results would be found if creative use of leisure is 

·stressed in teaching? 

Seventh, the study by W. o. Foreman16 of the use chil

dren make of leisure wo~ld suggest a need for definitely 

stressing this objective 1n our teaching. Four groups .were 

divided on ~he basis of what they did on Saturday. The 

groups_ were -as follows: those who work to earn money, those 

who do chores, those who play, those who do nothing. The 

boys recorded what they- actually did and what they would 

choose t ·o do if they might do as they pleased~ Of the 11 do 

nothing" class twenty-eight would- choose to be occupied and 

only one was satisfied with doing no'lh.ing. This seems to 

indicate need fo:i:a some type of direction of leisure activ

ities. 

16 
. W. o. Foreman, "The Use . Made of Leisure Time by . 

Junior· -High . School Pupils," ·ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL, · 
Vol. 26, PP• 771-'74, June 1926. · . 
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Eighth, H~ry c. McKown17 says that the wise use of 

leisure depends on interests, their number, variety value, 

and opportunity for expressi~n. Since literature is so 

broad , in its scope, it seems that this subject might be a 

most valuable means of stimulating such interests. 

Ninth, the need for the study is app~rent in th~ impor

tance of the element of choice in leisure. Eugene T. Lies18 

emphasizes the importance of choice 1n leisure. The more 

leisure people have, the more choosing will be called for. 

The present generation will be called upon to make more 

choices for leisure than any previous generation in historJ 

because it has more leisure. Obviously these choices will 

be made amo~~ those things in which a lively interest has 

been ~roused. The "high pressure fraternities• are busy 

commercializing leisure time. Then the business of educatio 

1n arousing- interest in· creative types of enjoyable activity 
' . 

is more ·important than ever before~ 

Plan of the study.- The present study is. concerned with 

making the most of the literature course in arousing a live

ly curiosity and spirit of inquiry concerning activities for 
I 

leisure which may lead to continued growth and wholesome . 

activity throughout the life of the individual. In order to 

. . 
17w. o. Foreman, "The Use Made of Leisure Time by 

Junior Higb. .School "PUpils," :ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL, 
Vol. 26 1 PP• 771-74, June 19~6. 

18Harry C. McKown, Extra-currlcular Activities# P• 93. 
Chica.go: MacMillan Company, 1927. 
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do this, teachers must be intimately acquainted with the 

dominant interests or the pupils and know the field of lit

erature which will appeal to the var~ous interests. An ef

fort wa·s made to learn, through a questionnaire, the leisure• 

time activities of a representative ·group of high-school 

children in Wichita, Kansas, and materials used for class 

study and outside reading have been considered as a means 

of stimulating and fostering worth-while interests~ - 1-

though other types of literature were considered, the limits 

o·r this study permitted a more complete treatment of only 

the essay. A bibliography of essay-type material was assem

bled. This is not complete as only materials which are 

a.vailable to pupils either at the school library or at the 

city library were considered. Discussions which are too 

technical were not included. The criteria for selecting the 

enrichment materials was as follows: First, is the book well

written?- Is it pleasing 1n 11 terary style to develop a 

taste for the beaut.iful in literature? Second, is it writ

ten in a style that will be likely to appeal to high-school 

pupils? It should be easy enough that the average child 

will easily comprehend it, yet difficult en_ough to stimulate 

growth. · Third, is the content related to the dominant in

terests of the pupils? 

Each new learning situation should be in a sense exper

imental. The use of t~e materials suggested here should be 

regarded :tn· this light. The intel:'ests of individual pupils 
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must be the basis for the development of any plan for stress

ing the leisure- time objective . As the teacher keep·s indi

vidual pupils in mind and plans to challenge individual pu

pil inte~ests there will be a -need for continued search for 

materials . It would thus be possible for teacher and pupils 

working together to build up a useful more extensive biblio

graphy . It seems probable that such a bibliography will be 

useful in helping pupils .nto do better the things which they 

will do anyway" and in opening up to them new fields of en

joyment . It is hoped that by relating the outside reading 

to the interests of the children that this phase of the 

English work will become increasingly significant and plea-

surable r to the individual child, and that books will be 

looked upon as congenial friends who help to satisfy a dis

tinct need. 

Summary 

The worthy use of leisure has been set up as one of the 

cardinal° princ.iples of education , but the previous studie·s 

made seem to indicate that this has not been sufficiently 

emphasized. The need for the study is apparent . If the 

child is led through development of worthy interests and 

appreciations to fill his life with the right kind of leisure 

activities , he will surely .be aided in °shaping both for 

himself and society toward ever nobler ends . " 

Educational significance of leisure .- 1he aim of educa

tion as set forth by the coinmissiol:J. on the reorganization of 

secondary education implies the worthy use of leisure as an 
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objective in e ducation. Early in the century discerning 

educators and philosophers foresaw the significance of def

initely training for worthy ~se of 1~1sure, but with an in

creasing amount of leisure at the disposal of the people, it 

has become obvious that _this objective should be stressed. 

fhe objective is in accord with sound educational theory as 

voiced by leading educators. Thinking people, through the 

medium of periodicals are stressing its importance, and 1n 

educational practice something is actually being done about 

it. Provisions f'or leisure in Wichita, Kansas, are not con

fined to the schools alone. A decided effort is being ex

erted in the schools, but also through civic, church, and 

character building organizations. 

Provisions in the schools.- One of the most significant 

things that is being done in the elementary ·schools, perhaps 

is their provision for stimulating the interests of children 

in worth~while ac~ivities during the long vacation period. 

Intermediate schools stress leisure activities in home-room 

programs. A sports program which emphasizes intramural 

sports with a large number of -participants rather than a few 

trained athletes is functioning 1n intermediate and high _ 

schools. ihis is the culmination of a carefully planned 

program of physical education in the elementary schools·. 

Rather extensive extra-curricular .programs are provided at 
. - ' 

both high schools. Voluntary membership in such clubs sug-
. . 

gests genuine interest as well as ·a wide range of interests. 
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The Wichita Board ,of Education has operated the Opportrmity 

night school for fourteen yea~s for adults who work and who 

wish to improve their leisure. The two universities offer a 

similar ·opport1mity in their down-town extension courses. 

Both Friends and Wichita University stress art, dramatics, 

and music under able leadership. Wi·chita University is 

especially fortunate in having Dean Thunlow Lieurance 1n the 

music department as he leads his students in doing a great 

deal of .creative work. 

Provisions in civic or~anizations and churches.- The 

objective of the Wichita park board has been to provide 
- . 

places of play .and. recreation for every man, woman, and 

child in the city. Boy Scouts, through troop meetings, civi 

activities, and summer camps furnish guidance for leisure to 

1,138 boys. There are thirty-five troops of girl scouts. 

The Y. w. c •. A. offers a varied program of leisure-time ac

tivities -in their play nights for young people, vacation 

clubs, business giris' league, industrial club, the use of 

pool, tennis courts, club rooms, and Camp Bide-a-Wee. ihe 

Y. M. C. A. features a community recreation program which 

touches the lives of thousands. The Wichita churches pro~ 

vide leadership for basket ball clubs, church parties and 

picnics, jimior choirs~ and similar organizations. The 

Wichita Council of' Churches through the Christian Youth 

Council stresses leisure activities that are constructive. 

The Wichita City Library is a very decided factor in con-
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tributing to worthy use of leisure. !Jhe c. w. A. recrea

tional programs are well attended. 

Leisure-time objective in literature.- The treatment of 

literature, which stresses the worthy use of leisure, is 

based upon the thesis that the real test of the value of a 

. literature course to any particular student is whether he 

has acquired appreciations, worth-while interests, and a 

taste for good reading which will lead him to enriched ex

periences and a continued growth throughout life. In an en

deavor to learn of interests of pupils, a questionnaire was 

used. The results revealed more than two hundred hobbies or 

interests of pupils. Most of these were worth while. The 

most popular interest or hobby for boys and girls was read

ing. 'Ihe high school seems to be a contributing factor in 

developing worth-while interests. The class· room work is 

an important_ factor in this respect according to the find

ings of the study. 

Examination of .literature fo~ use in the high school 

with the leisure-time objective in mind revealed that much 

of the subject matter is well adapted to stressing this ob

jective. The novel, poetry,. and drama were treated in a 

general way, but specific essays were selected which would 

stress particu~ar activities that were worth while. bib-

liography of books which deal with related subjects and 

which are available to students at the city or scho·o1 li

brary was as·sembled. The value of· such a bibliography lies 
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in the teacher ' .s having at hand a bibliography of available 

materials which she has investigated and from which she may 

suggest definite readings re4ted to _the interests · of the . 

individual child, suited to his reading ability, and which 

she 1s reasonably sure he can find. 



CHAPTER II 

THE EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LEISURE 

It is a curious fact that our word "school" is derived 

from the Greek and Latin term which meant leisure. ~e 

shift in meaning came about because war and politics were 

the chief business of the Greek and Roman gentlemen, and he 

gave to lite~ature any leisure he had from these more seri

ous pursuits. Aristotle taught that preparation for the 

right use of leisure . should be the chief end of an education 

It is not unusual for thinking people today to believe that 

out of our leisure may arise our culture . The importance of 

leisure in education was apparent to the members of the com

mittee on the reorganization of secondary education. The 

goal of educ~tion in a democracy1 implies the worthy use of 

leisure as an important objective in education. In 1918 

Dr. Alexander Inglis said that the increase in the amowit 

of leisure has introduced problems of no slight importance . 

The importance of leisure in education is expressed by 
. . 2 

Dr. Inglis in the following: "Let the leisure time of any 
society be well controlled and there is little danger that 
a society will not endure and prosper. Let the le.isure ti~e 
of any society be neglected or misused and there is little 
hope that it will p~osper. It· remains to be seen whether or 

1"Education in a democracy, both within and without the 
school , should develop in each individual the -knowledge, in
terests6 ideals , habits., and powers , whereby he will find hi.a 
place and use that place to shape both himself and society 
toward ever nobler ends.•• BULLETIN 1918; No. 35 1 Bureau of · 
Education, Department of the Interior, p. 3 . -

·2 . . 
Alexander Inglis , -PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY-EDUCATION , 

P• 373 . Boston: Houghton Mii£1in Company ., 1918. 
-18-
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not the increased leisure may .not seriously impair the so
cial efficiency of our society., it_· greater preparation for 
intelligent and s,ane use of leisure is not provided." 

Dr. Franklin Bobbitt3 expresse,s the same idea when he 

says, "It -is probable that in the newer schools of the on
coming humanistic age, education for leisure occupations 
will be recogniz~d as one of the most serious educational 
tasks--if not the largest and most vital of all.i~ •• Leisure 
occupations relate to the production _not of the means of 
life, but of life itself; of fully rounded character and the 
continuing maintenance of that -character. · If we are to 
educate for efficiency 1n producing the means of lire, we 
should . also educate efficiently for the production of life 
itself." _ · 

The significance of leisure as a factor in education 

- has become more apparent with the increased amount of lei• 

sure that has come as a result of machines and labor-saving 

devices. Dr. Cubberley4 gives an account of the changes 

which have come about in our civilization and interprets 

these changes in terms of education. He says the result of 

the changes is "that a boy or girl in our modern life has 
so little real home life, _ so much unprofitable leisure, and 
acquires so much through the eyes and ears, and learns so 
little by .actual doing, that the problem of providing a pro
per environment and of utilizing this excess leisure time _in 
profitable training has become one of the most serious as 
well _ as one of the mo st difficult J?rO blems now before us.'' 

If we apply to ouxa problem Dr. Dewey's central thesis, 

that educational problems are a reflection of social changes• 

the importance of leisure in education is at once striking. 

3 · . 
Franklin Bobbitt, . THE CURRICULUM. P• 212. New York: 

Houghton Mifflin Company, l9l8. 

4 - . Elwood P. Cubberley, CHANGING CONCEPTIONS OF EDUCATION, 
pp. 19-20. Boston: Houghton M1IT.L1n _c;o., J.~u~. 
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Then apply .LJr. _Dewey's5 criterion for the value of school 

education; we find that the significance of leisure is once 

more implied. 0 The criterion of the value of school educa
tio:ri,n he - says, 0 is . the extent to which · it creates a desire 
for continued growth and · supplies the means for making the 
desire effective in fact.» 

In a radio address sponsored by the National Advisory 

Council on Radio Education, Dr . Dewey6 says , ncontrol . of 
natural forces by means of machinery has brought to humanity 
the possibility of an amount of leisure from which the mass 
of men and women in the past were hopelessly shut out . t 
the same time, popular amusements and recreations have 
seized upon a means of financial profit . 

The contribution of these two facts has created what 
may be truly called a crisis in the national moral life . A 
new· conception of 1 eisure has to be created; boys and girls 
used to be instructed so that they could discriminate be
tween the enjoyme·nts that enrich and enlarge their lives and 
those which degrade and dissipate . 'Ihe possibilities of ar
tistic production and appreciation can no . longer remain the 
privilege of the select class, but must become a universal 
possession. n 

Chapman and Counts7 · believe that the school has a ·very 

real responsibility in ministering to the recreational needs 

of the people . 'Ihey say, "We must keep in mind that our suc
cess in ministering to the needs of recreational life must _ 
be measured in terms of persistence _beyond the school of the 
interests and activities fostered under its guidance . If, 
as a result of tuition, children do not love music and art , . 
if they are not made to feel a need for these things, we must 
-admit failure. n 

! 

5 J . -~ewey , EMOCR~CY "ND ~DUG TION, P • 93 . New York: 
MacMillan Company , 1916 . 

6 . 
Radio address spon·sored by the National Advisory 

Council on Radio in Education . _June , 1933 . 

7 _ J . Crosby Chapman, Georges •. Counts , PRI~CIPLES OF 
EDUCATION, p . 330 . Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Co ., 1924 . 
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Henry c.· Morrison8 calls attention to the fact that it 

has been estimated by competent authority that one-third of 

the earnings of ✓estern society are expended on the pursuit 

of wasteful . and luxurirus living. He urges that apprecia

tions which will make possible the enjoyment of worth-while 

things be cultivated in the schools. He says, "Here we are 
obliged to find in the pupil some liking which he already 
has and build our structure thereon. The fundamental pro
blem is to build up in the pupils from the earliest days 
rich and varied experimental background of values which are 
cel-culated to appeal to many different individuals." 

Albert Edward ·; iggam9 expresses the belief that it is a 

challenge to education as well as politics and industry to 

meet the problem of leisure which science and invention has 

created. He says, "The educative use of the leisure which 
the machines have given to countles-s millions of people is a 
problem which must be met by large organized programs. The 
individual himself cannot solve it but education and social 
integration can and will ." 

One of the foremost leaders in the field of secondary 

education; Dr. ·T. H. Briggs·,10 conceives of the general pur

pose of the · school as being twofold--, · first , ttto teach pupi 

to do better the desirable activities they will perfrom any

way," and second., 0 to reveal higher types of activiti_es and 

8Henry C. Morrison , THE P CTICE OF TE CHING IN SECON
DARY SCHOOLS, p. 322-27. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, l926·. 

lOThomas H. Briggs, '11HE JUNIOR _IGH SCHOOL, P• 157. 
Boston:· Houghton 1ifflin Company, 1920. 
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to make those both desired and to an extent possible." 

This implies an educational program which will definitely 

train for worthy use of leisure. 

Dr. Kilpatrick1 a beiieves that if we stress meaningful 

activity, in the time which is not devoted to the more seri 

ous business of life rather than release from unintelligent 

work, we may make such activity a means of constant growth. 

He says, · 11 1 see no use for .the word leisure as applied to 
children • . If used, it implies, I believe, release from un
intelligent work in any place. So I answer as I began. Fo 
the sake of the children, they need meaning.f'ul activity, no 
leisure. Meaningful activity at all times and in all 
places, whether 1n school, in home, on the playground, or 
camp~-this gives the best promise of education known to 
man." 

In 1928 the report of a comparative study of the lei

sure problem by Herbert L. May and his assistant, Dorothy 

Petgen,12 was published. Their conclusion in respect to 

individuals is that whether leisure is put to good use de

pends largely upon · the state of educational or cultural de

velopm~nt that has been attained through study and environ~ 

ment. · They also point out a correlation between the trend 

of the recreation of the country and the average man·'s sur

plus. They say,1_·3 "llie greater the surplus the stronger is 

11William H. Kilpatrick, "Do Children Need Leisure.," 
CH~DHOOD EDUCATION, P• 396. Vol .• IX, No. 8 1 May 1933. 

1
·1ierbert L • . May and Dorothy Petgen, LEISURE AND ITS 

USE. New York: A. s. Barnes ComJB,ny, 1928. -
13 ·. 

Ibid. P• 5. 



the tendency to buy one's pleasure. From this standpoint 

America may be said to be in the auto stage and Europe in 

the bicycle stage." Ste art Chase•s14 observations empha

size the .fact that America does favor commercialized types 

of leisure. 

May and Petgen15 believe that the one effectual and ade 

quate solution o.f the leisure problem is education. They 

point out that the probable auperiority of the bourgeois 

tastes in leisure occupation in Europe may be explained by 

superior education in comparison 1th the same class in 

America. They also point out the .fact that education for 

creative types of leisure has a direct bearing upon citizen

s~ip. They say,16 "Tb.e purpose in training children and 

young people in the right use of leisure ought not to be 

merely to fill up the idle hours, but also to create an ·ac-

tive, energetic_, happy citi_zenship.n These authors attach 

a great deal of significance to stressing leisure activities 

in a school program. 

1· . 4 Charles • Beard, WHITHER MANKIND, p. 353. New York: 
Longmans Green, 1929. 

16Herbert L. May and Dorothy Petgen, op. cit. Foreword, 
p. xvii. 

16 
Ibid. P• 260. 
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Charlotte Joy Farnsworth, _ preceptress at Horace Mann, 

Teacher's College, _Columbia University, sees a real need for 

d~finite training in the use of leisure. She calls atten-
. . 

tion to the -fact that such work is highly educative because 

it .is spontaneous and self-expressive. But many people for 

the lack of the right stimulus, go though life ithout ever 

discovering the activities that would have given them the 

greatest pleasure and profit. 

ihat the world economic cris1 has brought the questicn 

of orthy use of leisure before us with renewed force is in

dica·ted by the increasing number of current magazine article 

on the subject by ·edueators and others interested in charac

ter building and social elfare. Dr. Henry Suzzallo1B says 

that unless our people have interest, capacity, or training 

in the finer, stabler, joyous activities of life they will 

turn to instincts, appetites, and passions for recreation. 

He believes -that we should arouse interest in and provide 

training for the more worth-while types of recreation. 

illiam R. Lalhorte,19 professor of physi'cal education 

17 
Charles H. Johnson and Others, HIGH SCHOOL EDUC TIONA 

Charlotte Joy Farnsworth Ph.D., 11 Practicai Arts for Girls. 
New York: Charles Scribner and Sons, 1912. 

lB: Henry . Suzzalo, "The Use of Leisure," JOURNAL OF THE 
NATIONAL EDUCTION ASSOCIATION, Vol. 19, No. 4, P• 123, 
April 1930. 

19 · 
-William R. Lalhorte, RECREA.TION, Vol. 26, No. 11, 

P• 523, February 1933. 
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at the University of Southern Calivornia says, "llle challenge 
of the leisure-time problem of the next generation is almost 
breathtaking in its significance ••.•..•••• Increased leisure 
time, the rainbow for which humanity has been searching for 
so many generations, will become like the golden touch of 
King Midas unless the present generation is given definite 
education and training in some sat'isfying~ and worth-while 
recreational activities." . · · 

Angelo Patr.i, 20 principal of a school in New York City, 

in an address broadcast on December seventh urged training 

in the schools so that the ordinary student would develop a 

hobby, an avocation, or something he can turn to 1n leisure 

time. He calls attention to the dangers of idleness and 

vagrancy if c~ildren do not learn the proper use of leisure • . 

George A. Lundberg21 of the department of sociology at 

Columbia University sees training in the wise use of leisure 

as a very significant aspect of our school work. He says, 

"our pedagogues need to. recognize that it is more important 
that our pupils should leave school with a great curiosity 
about the world and a desire to inquire into it than that 
they should be able to chatter about text book details." · 

William. Sloane Coffin22 reflects the same idea when he 

says, "Americans are not accustomed .to leisure ·and do not · 
know what to do with it. Education for the proper use of 
leisure and individual self-expression is one of the greatest 
problems of today." 

20 · tt n Angelo Patri, Leisure, · RECREATION, Vol. 26, No. 12# 
March 1933. (From an -address broadcast on Dec. 7, Cream 
of Wheat Corp., Minne.) 

21 . . 
George A. Lundberg, "Training for Leisure," TEACHERS 

COLLEGE RECORD, Vol. XXXIV, No. 7 1 April 1933. 

22 n . William Sloane Coffin, Too Little Culture for . 
Leisure," -AMERICAN MAG ZINE OF ART,· Vol. 26 1 No. 6, P• 299, 
June· 1933. ', ,', : , ; ~ ; ", · 
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Conclusion.- 'Ihe aim of education as set forth by the 

commission on the reorganization of secondary education im

plies the worthy use of leisure as an important objective 1n 

education. Through creative types of leisure the individual 

can better n find his place and use that place to shape both 

himself and society toward ever nobler ends." Early in the 

century discerning educators and philosophers foresaw the 

significance of definitely training for worthy use of lei

sure, but with the increasingly large amount of leisure at 

the disposal of our people this objective has become more 

and more obvious to thinking people in recent months. A re

cent article in the· American Observer23 is -indicative of 

this fact. This investigation shows that training for lei

sure is in accord with sound educational theory a.s voiced 

by-leading educators, that thinking people through the medi

um of magazines .and other periodicals call attention to its 

importance, and that 1n educational practice something is 

actually being done about it. 

230 Racine Provides Leisure -Time Schools -for Jobless 
High School Graduates," · MERICAN OBSERVER, Vol. 3, No. 11, 
p. 6, Nov. 15, 1933. Civic Education Press, Washington D. C. 



CH.APTER III 

PROVISIONS FOR LEISURE ACTIVITIES IN WICHITA 

Many constructive programs are being carried out in 

training for leisure both within and outside the schools of 

Wichita. Only a brief mention will be made of these~ and no 

attempt will be made to evaluate the V-arious activities. 

However, their usefulness in directing and inspiring youth 

has been demonstrated repeatedly. 

Provisions in the elementary schools.- The elementary 

schools of the city are doing significant work in endeavor

ing to stimulate an interest in worth-while activities for 

the summer vacation. This work was initiated by Mrs. Mary J. 

Singer at Park School in 1929. Mrs. Singer felt that the 

di.fficult readjustments to school in the fall might be avoid 

ed by recognizing the summer as an essential part of the 

child's education. An attempt was made to carry over into 

the pupils' summer vacation the ideas and principles worked 
• 

out during the school term so that mental habits and atti

tudes built up during the school year might be fostered. 

'!he plan as worked out by Mrs. Singer1 and her staff of able 

teachers was as follows: few weeks before the close ot 

school 1n the spring frequent discussions centered about 

possible vacation activities. After a great deal of discus

sion pupils wrote compositions in which they told what they 

1Interv1ew July 26, 1933. 
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expected to do during vacation. These were read aloud; this 

afforded an exchange of ideas and a possibility of opening 

up new fields or interest. Plans were made for an exhibit 

at the open~ng of school in the fall of collections made, 

photographs taken, stories or poems written, or any other 

evidence of vacation activities. The exhibit was or value 

in motivating vacation activities, for the children wanted 

to have something to exhibit. The advantage to the teacher 

is apparent. The exhibit revealed not only a range of pupil 

interest, but a better understanding of ~ndividual pupils be• 

cause their interests were thus revealed. At the opening 

of school in the fall, time was given to mounting exhibits 

or to completing any unfinished work which-had been begun 

during vacation. Before the close of school in the spring• 

the plan and purpose of the work was explained to parents 

at the parent-.teacher association meeting and through the 

columns of ~e Park P. T. A. News. 2- 3 Without the under

standing and cooperation of parents, the work could not sue• 

ceed to any great extent. 

'I.he work that was done at Park School by Mrs. Singer 

and her staff seemed of such educational value to Mr. L. W. 

Mayberry, superintendent ot schools, end Miss Lucy Helen 

2Mary J. Singer, . ''Summer," PARK P. T. A. NEWS, Vol. IV, . 
No. 9, P• l• May 1931. 

3Besse McAlexander; "Training . for Leisure," PARK P. T. j •• 

~, Vol. Iv, ·No. 1, p. 1, September 1930. 
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Meacham, elementary supervisor , that they presented the plan 

to other schools . During the closing weeks of school , a 

bulletin , addressed to parents and pupils , was placed in the 

hands of the pupils . Tb.is bulletin explained briefly the 

plan for the fall exhibits and a list of suggested vacation 

activities . The bulletin also gave the schedule for the boo 

wagon £ram the City Library, and there was a supplementary 

sheet giving suggestions for _vacation reading . The book list 

h~d been .cheoked at the library by Miss Winifred Schott , 

-children ' s librarian, so that parents and children were 

a~·sured of being able to find the books suggested . 

The exhibit wnich was held at Park School at the end of 

the second week of the first term in the fall of 1933 is in

dicative of the growing interest in these motivated vacation 

a ctivit i es . Because of the increased number of participants 

it became necessary to arrange the exhibit in the auditorium 

rather than the corridors as has been the custom in previous 

years . Mrs . Singer4 reported that nearly every child in the . 

s chool had something to exhibit . The types of activities _ 

represented are indicated in Table I . 

Provisions at Roosevelt Intermediate School .- compre-

hensive outl i ne of home- room activities for the development 

of citizenshi p5 has been prepared by Mr . Frank K. Reid and 

4 Interview, September 22 , 1933 . 

·5Manual o:f, Home Room Activities for Development of 
Citizenship , Roosevelt Intermedia te School , 1J ichi ta , Kansas . 
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TABLE I 

.TYPES OF V CATION CTIVITIES REPRESENTED . T 

AN EXHIBIT ATP RK ELEMENT RY SCHOOL 

Art 

Va ter colors 
Oil paintings 

Collections 

Birds ' nests 
· Curios from trips 

Leaves 
Ore 
Rocks 
Pictures 
Scrap books 

Cooking 

Calces 
Candies 
Canned fruit 
Canned vegetables 
Pies 

Electrical work 

Extension cord 
Flash-light 

Handicraft 

Braided rugs 
Rag dolls . 
Rugs on small hand 

looms 

ood working 

Bird houses 
Incense burner 
Model planes 
Play furniture 
Scoote.rs 

ooden toys 
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his associates at Roosevelt Intermediate School. The pro

grams are suggestive of a wide range of interests, and sec

tions are devoted to the worthy use of leisure in each grade 

The leisure-time programs ~re planhed for · the spring sames-
. . 

ter. The outline for 7B is most comprehensive. A survey 

is made of possibilities for leisure, needs for right use 

of leisure etc. The out of doors in Wichita 1s stressed 

1n 7. This program include~ d1scuss~on of flowers, butter

flies, moths., and hobbies in general. The SB programs in

clude one in which a study of the library is made. The ·out 

of doors in Wichita is studied in 8 with special .attention 

given to trees, gardening and hobbies in general. The 9A 

na~ure program s·tresses birds, stars, . fishing, and a study 

o., parks including the national parks. The bibliography 

with each section renders the outlines especially useful. 

Provisions in the department of physical education.-· To 

teach boys ~d girls how to make a wise use of their leisure 

is one of the objectives of the d~partment of physical edu

cation. lll.e development of worth-while hobbies is stressed 

in the health education classes. llie Wichita Public School 

system has one of the nine best physical education depart

ments in the United States. The work of the department ·un

der the .leadership of Mr. Strong Hinman is outstanding for 

its auccess in tra1~1ng a large number of students rather 

than a few athletes. The department seeks to train every 

physically _fit student in a sport Which he can carry on in 
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later life enabling him to keep in good. physical condition. 

This is done .through intramural sports largely. A recent 

report6 on intramural sports will reveal the large number of 

individual s-tudents which ·the program rea_ches. These are 

represented in Table II. 

Although the major part of the· work is intramural, 

attention is also given to 1nterscholasti:.c sports. There 

were 655 boys who participated in interscholastic sports · 

making the total number for all sports 12,108. The fact 

that the tennis courts, baseball fields, and golf cour~es 

are used so much during vacation would suggest that the de

partment is actually functioning in its effort to train for 

later lire. For example,7 from June 1, 1932 to June 1 1 · 1933 

the total attendance on the tennis courts, including those 

who paid to play was 23,423. 

Extra-curricular activities in the hish schools.- Rath

er extensive extra-curricular pr~grams are carried out in 

the two high schools, Wichita High Sc_hool East and Wichita 

High School North. The members of the Student Councils are 

elected from members of the three . classes~ Supplementing 

the work of the Student Council at High School East is the 

· 6Jack Copeland, nwichita is a Famous Leader in Physical 
Education," THE WICHITA BEACON Magazine Section, P• · 3, · 
July 16, 1933. 

7 
A Report for the year 1932-33, -Wichita Public Schools, 

Bulletin, No. 25, P• 70 1 August 1933. 



T BLE II 

PARTICIPANTS IN I TR MURAL SPORTS IN INTERMEDIATE AND 

HIGH SCHOOLS 1933 

Sport Girls par- Boys par- Total par-
tic 1Ea tin~ · ticipatins._ tici;.eants 

l . Tennis 178 181 359 
2 . Soccer 557 946 1 ., 503 
3 . Volley- ball 939 143 1 ., 082 
4 . Field hockey 130 130 
5 . Life saving 35 35 
6 . Swimming 285 87 372 
7 ~ Captain ball 753 753 
8 . Rhythm Club 98 98 
9 ~ Basket- ball 147 1 ., 119 l ., 266 

10·. Rifle 79 45 124 
11 . Track 251 637 888 
12 . · Tumbling team 87 87 
13 . Playground baseball 1 ., 043 l ., 328 2 , 371 
14 . pparatus 34 34 
15 . Croquet 48 48 
16 . Archery 4 5 9 
17 . Hiking 25 25 
18 . Football 654 654 
19 ~ Touch football 566 566 
20 . Ping pong· 16 l6 
21 . Tether ball 44 44 
22 . Golf 175 175 
23 . Gym Te am 23 23 
24 . Wrestling 615 615 
25 . Baseball 89 89 
26 . Handball 69 69 
27 . Swim leaders 18 18 

Totals 4 ., 711 6 ., 742 11 ., 453 

... 

I 
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Student Forum composed of student representatives elected 

from each home room. The Proctor System is also considered 

significant in interpreting the ideals of democracy to young 

people and in integrating these ideals 1n: personalities 

which w~ll make· for a thoug~tful_ eff'icient citiz_enry both 

in school and in later life. The proctors are reconnnended 

by the faculty, and students are chosen by the proctor 

captains. 

Numerous clubs have been organized around the special 

interests of the pupils. Many of these are outgrowths of 

inte~est in work in the department of physical education as 

indicated in Table· I. Bot~ high schools have boys' pep 

clubs and girls' pep clubs. 'lhe girls' pep club1 "The Peppy 

Pilots," at High School East has an auxiliary organization, 

"The Drum and Bugle Corps,-'' which aids materially in the 

cheering, pep assemblies, and school parades; its meetings 

furnish much enjoyment to the girls. 

Perhaps no ~rganizations mean mo_re in the schools than · 

the Girl Reserve, The Blue Triangle, The Hi-Y, and the 

Booker T. Washington club~• The Blue Triangle and Booker T. 

Washington clubs hold joint meetings for the students of 

both schools at their respective Y. w. c. A. and Y. M. c. A. 

club rooms for colored yollllg people instead of separate 

meetings at each school. '!he Girl Reserve and Hi-Y clubs 

with the aid of the music department provide three school 

assemblies -during the year. These Thanksgiving, Christmas, 

. 
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and Easter assemblies are outstanding _f'or their beauty and 

impressiveness. Members of these clubs contribute much to · 

the civic welfare of the school in such activities as the 

big and little sister project, and they derive a great deal 

of benef'it them.selves fron1 the carefully planned meetings 

of' .the clubs. 

Members of the art clubs have a distinct contribution 

for the school in the way of_ posters annollllcing school 

activities, such as plays, parties, club meetings and_ civic 

projects such as f'ire prevention., and community chest. They 

aid the Girl Reserves and Hi-Y clubs in making the beauti:ful 

stage settings for. the assemblies which they give and have 

even planned and .made scenery for productions of the drama

tics clubs. But. their most important activity is doubtless 

found in the club meetings in which each pupil follows his 

own interest in creating some object of art. The value · of 

such satisfactions would be difficult indeed to measure. 

The science .clubs are also .active, and the one assembly 

which_ the chemistry and physics department present ~ach year 

is. received with keen interest. Other organizations repre

senting special interests are the Commercial Club., Sta.mp 

Club, French Club., Rifle Club, Book Lovers Club., Quill and 

Scroll., _Mathematics Clubs., Science ·clubs., International 

Club., Radio Club., Glider Club., and Aviation Club. Tb.en, too, 

each class organization meets several times during the year. 

The senior class usually gives two ·parties and the juniors 
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and sophomores each give one. Each school club usually 

gives a party in the fall for the new members and a picnic 

in the spring. 

In addition to the clubs just· mentioned there are other 

organizations for which the members receive scholastic cred

it. These include dramatics, debate, acapella choir, and 

outside boys' glee club. The music department has an ex

tensive program in band, orc~estra, girls' and boys' glee . 

clubs, piano, pipe organ, voice, and music appreciation. 

Through the activities of the various musical organizatio·ns 

in the assembly from time to time, students of the whole 

school learn to appreciate and enjoy the best compositions. 

The assembly program is seen as one of the most signi

ficant mediums for introducing pupils to the best talent the 

city has to afford and ins.tilling a love and appreciation 

for the higher types of enjo~ent. The programs are care

fully planne~ for their inspirational and educational value 

rather than for mere entertainment. Mrs. Huli'8 reports that 

the plan for assemblies at High School East for 1933-34 in

cludes one religious assembly a month. Congregational sing

ing of beautiful hymns will be featured. When students have 

charge of an assembly, they ·work with a faculty sponsor, but 

opport~ity is given for free· play of student initi~tive. 

The stunts furnished by the pep assemblies and the unique 

programs on senior "Impersonation Day" give evidence of much 

8rnte1view, August 9# 1933. 
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originality • . 

Tb.rough the use of a student activity ticket, a maxi

mum number of students are able to participate in the extra

curricular p~ogram at a minimum cost. The activity ticket 

admits the holder to all football and basket-ball games 

played at home, either at East or North, the dramatic pro

duction at the respective schools, and at least two paid 

assemblies. Artists of note, such as the "Manhattan String 

Quartette," .appear on the programs for these paid assemblies ► 

Students who do not hold activity tickets are admitted for 

fifteen cents. The East High School ticket also includes 

the "circus" which .is put on by the Girls' Athletic Associa

tion; the North High School ticke~ includes. the annual 

"Pow-woi," an ali school activity. 

llle climax of fun for the whole year is reached in the 

gigantic picnic of both schools on Field Day. No class ri

valry is evident during the year, but on this day the senior~ 

of both schools unite against the juniors of both schools; 

the sophomores are equally divided between the two classe.s. 

Although the custom was started when there was only one 

small high school, and skeptics have prophesied repeatedly 

that thousands of children cannot participate in such an 

affair ~uccessfully, it is done year after year. The park 

board permits the use of beautif'ul, shady Linwood Park, the 

Wichita Board of Education provides bleachers, temporary 

drinking fountains, judges stand, loud speaker, and first 
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aid tent. Under ·the supervision of Mr. Strong Hinman and 

with the aid .of physical directors and faculty members the 

schedule of events is planned beginning with a struggle for 

supr~macy in placing class colors at .the top of the greased 

pole. The program moves off with clock-like precision, and 

at noon every one rests and enjoys a box lunch provided by 

the Girl Reserves. When the points for events .of the day ar 

counted up., the class receivi~g the highest score is awarded 

the trophy • . TWo cups are used so that the winning class in 

each high school may display i~s honors in the trophy case. 

A very lovely school project which is an ·annual affair 

at North High School is the Water Carnival on the Arkansas 

River on the banks of which the beautiful North High buildin 

stands. Floats are entered by individuals and various organ 

izations of the school, and certainly a great deal of ingen

uity .is expressed. lll.ree prizes are given. These are troph 

cups which remain in the school with each year's winners' 

names engraved upon them. According to Miss Elizabeth 

Campbell,9 registrar, one cup is for originality, one for . 

beauty, and one for symbolism. 

Work of the park board.- Among the non-school activitie 

the work which is being done by the park board under the 

leadersh~p of Mr. Al:f'red MacDonald is particularly i_mportant 

The Wichita park system, including the municipal airport has 

1,200 acres of park property. llie park board has been inte 

9 
Interview, August 9, 1933~ 
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ested in providing places for play and recreation for every 

man, woman, and child 1n the city, and in making these place 

of play attractive beauty spots. Recreational facilities 

which are used to the ~:tmi t _ o:f their _capac-ity have been pro

vided. A report by Mr. MacDonald 10ror the. summer o:f 1929 

will show the extent to which this is true. The number of 

people using the various facilities is represented in 

Table III. 

Aside from these, thousands of persons made use of the 

many picnic grounds, · hundreds enjoyed skating on Little 

River, and hundreds of children enjoyed the thirteen play 

centers operated with a games and sports program and instruc 

tion in handicraft under a competent teache~ once a week. 

Story telling for · the smaller children was cared for by a 

representative from the Cit_y Library and :rree swimming le_s

sons were given at certain hours each day at Lincoln, Seneca 

1oodland, and McKinley Parks. 

Under the_ direction of the board of education, the park 

board also has charge of landscaping the groun~s of new 

buildings. ihe beauty of the spacious grounds at High Schoo 

East and High School North is a source of pride and inspira

tion to the students as well as the citizens. 

ork of the Boy Scouts.- ·The valuable training offered 

by the Boy Scout organization is well known. Here most 0£ 

lOAlfred MacDonald, "How Wichit~ Should Care· for Trees, 
Lawns, Plants," ·THE WICHIT BE CON Magazine Section, P• 2, 
Sunday, August 31, l930. • · 
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TABLE III 

USE M. DE OF RECRE' TIONAL FACILITIES IN. 

· wICHIT. PARKS IN 1929. 

Facility Persons using 

1 . Municipal beach 

2 . Sim Park municipal golf course 

3 . Seneca Park swimming pool 

4 . Lincoln Park swi mming pool 

5 . Woodland Park swimming pool 

6 . Tennis courts , Riverside 

7 . McKinley Park for colored residents 

8 . Pool at ~cKinley Park 

9 .- Picnic at McKinley Park 

10 . Tennis at McKinley Park 

114, 807 

65 , 734 

21 ., 900 

22 ., 300 

22 ., 929 

21 ., 230 

15 ., 407 

18,563 

6 , 191 
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the activities are the out-of-door type 8:nd a wide range of 

alluring activities for leisure is provided. In a study by 

c. T. JoJ:i..nson11 he reports that the most .frequently mentioned 

value claimed for Boy Scout work is • character training, par

ticularly for the wise use of leisure time . According to 

Mr . H. H. Beker , 12 scout executive , the organization is ac

tive in ~ichita . Within the city there are 1 , 138 boys iden

tified with the sixty- two tro~ps . Ninety per cent of the 

troops are connected with church activities so that they 

serve both the church and neighboring community. There is a 

weekly meeting of all troops from seven- thirty until nine . 

The activities at t~ese meetings include games , scout test 

instruction , handicraft., inter- patrol contes.ts , inspiration

als , and the formal opening and closing ceremonies . Mr . 

Baker points out the practice of helping the boy to begin. a 

project, seeing that he understands how to finish it , and . 

then letting him complete it during leisure hours at home . 

During the summer months attention is given to camps . 

Three 4ay camps were held for a month this year . In order 

to accomodate more boys , · no boy remained in_camp longer than 

three consecutive days . Three hundred Wichita boys and five 

hundred boys from the surrounding territory were accomodated -

11 . 
c . T. Johnson , " Study of Boy Scout Organizations" 

in Earl Underwood Rugg- -SU RY OF INVESTIG TIONS REL TING 
TO EXTR CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES , p . l98 . Colorado State 
Teachers College , 1930 . 

12 · . 
Interview , July 31., 1933 . 
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in the · three day camps this year . · The main camp o:f thirty 

days is held at Cedarvale . Here a boy may remain as many 

weeks as he chooses at the nominal price of :five dollars and 

fifty cents for seven days . There are trained-workers to 

direct the camp activities . 

The fall· activities include anniver'Sary week ., handicraft 

exhibits at the state fair ., Forum review, kite flying con

tests , and civic work . Durin~ 1932 the Boy S?outs contrib

uted 96 , 054 .houra of civic service to Wichita . This average 

nearly _nine hours to the boy . 

Work of the Girl Scouts .- The Girl Scout organization 

also offers an outdqor _program all the year around. In the 

hiking, camping, and other outdoor activi tie_s ., an apprecia

tion of the things of nature and a development of keen powers 

of observe. tion 1s stressed rather than deta_iled technical _ 

knowledge . _According to Miss Pauline Brown, 1 3 field captain 

of the Wichita Girl Scouts , there are three degrees of 

scouts .,-~ tenderfoot , second class ., and first class . . The at

taining these degrees depends upon the passing of merit badge 

tests . In the merit badge work the girls find a varied pro

gram of activities planned with the idea of helping her to 

find the vocation for which she is best suited. At the same 

time she gains many worth-wile interests and broadens ·her 

outlook on life . 

1·3 
Interview, ugust 28 ., 1933 , 



The W1chi ta Girl Scouts were organized ten years ago and 

began with one troop . At the present time there are thirty

five registered troops with an average of twenty girls in 

each tro·op . Most of the troops meet in the churches . There 

are , besides the Protestant groups , three Catholic , one 

Jewish, and one Negro troop . There is one, troop ,in the 

Missouri Pacific Women ' s Club . · Perhaps the two groups which 

derive the greatest amount of enjoyment . from the scouting are 

the groups of . girls who are hard of hearing and the one in 

the Wicb.ita Children ' s Home . Miss gnes Garthune , teacher oi' 

lip reading in the public schools , assists in the work in the 

troop of girls who are hard of hearing • . These girls , who ·are 

some\Vhat older than girls in the average troop , are most en

thusiastic about the work . All the troops from the six dis

tricts into which the city is divided meet in the spring and 

fall for the awardings . The under- privileged children seem 

to be especially eager to present their work at this time . 

Young Women ' s Christian Assoc•iation.- The Young Women ' s 

Christian Association is also an important factor in leisure

time activ:tties of our young people . During the past winter 

this organization sponsored play night for different groups . 

The High school group and the groups oi' younger children met 

once a month. The Young married couples , business women and 

their friends met twice a month. 'llle physical instructor and 

her assistant_w.~ in charge of the games and social features . 

Two or four men and women served as hosts and hostesses eac~ 
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play night . Miss Virginia Sencindiver14 reports that there 

were 1983 men ·and women who attended the thirty play nights 

held during the season. Of these 529 were adults , 445 nintp. 

grade students , and 242 high school .students . During learn 

to swim week 360 took lessons , 275 of these being under high 

school age . Miss Sencindiver reports that most of these con

tinued to swim at the pool . 

Camp nBide.;.a-Wee 0 is the center of many interesting va

cation activities . It is located north of Wichita along the 

river in an attractive setting of trees . Here for three weeka 

the Girl Reserves enjoy a vacation under trained leadership . 

A unique feature this year was the business women ' s commuters 

week . Many business girls who could not take vacations would 

spend their time after working hours until after breakfast 

the next morning at the camp during this week . 

Provision has also been made for Girl. .Reserves and their 

friends who cannot go to camp . · Girls between the ages of 

twelve and eighteen may join a vacation club which directs 

vacation activities for six weeks . The girls meet at the 

Y. W. c. A, . twice a week from one forty-five until five 

o ' clock in the afternoon • . They may swim or choose some other 

i nterest from the following: arts and crafts , dramatics , 

books and story hour , indoor tennis , or ping-pong and table 

games . The leader ' s council is in charge of a meeting at 

' 

14 . 
Interview ., July 31 , 1933 . 
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four- thirty to plan evening and early afternoon activities . 

These may include the· following: girls' party in the gymna

sium, boys ' and girls ' party in the gyrrmasium., out-of- doors 

picnics , star _ga2'.ing·, breakfast out- of- doors , nature hike , or 

tennis on the Y. w. c. • courts . The .fees are very small ., 

twenty- five cents for the club, ten cents .for swimming , and 

.five cents .for tennis . 

The Business Girls ' Leag~e is an organization of busines 

girls who have a supper meeting at the Y. w. c •• at six

fi.fteen and meet in interest groups .for an hour a.fter supper . 

These interest groups include summer going, handicra..ft , time

ly books , recreation and sports , dramatics , living personal

ities , creative writing and contract bridge • . A similar ser

vice is rendered tor the girls who work -in industries . The 

Industrial Club meets from ~even until nine- thirty once a 

week . 
1 

The Youn5 Men ' s Christian Association.- The Y. M. c. A. 

also serves as a center for many leisure- time activities . An 

extensive community recreation program is carried out through 

the cooperation o.f churches , Sunday schools , schools and col

leges , business and industrial .firms , civic clubs , and others 

under the supervision of the physical education committee 

made up ~f Wichita busin·ess men. According to a report in 

the Wichita Be~con , 15 during the basket- ball season o.f 

1932- 33 , sixty- five teams representing churches of the city 

15The Wichita Beacon, Monday ., August 14 1 1933 . 
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played on regular schedule. A volley ball league providing 

recreation for older men was organized during the winter with 

eight churches entering teams. Baseball ·and playground ball 

le:agues are o~ganized also. During ·the summer months of 1933 

nineteen church teams competed~ Teams from various business 

institutions also take part in the playground ball league 

games. Then , too, the association building is a meeting 

place for independent baseball_ leagues and the Lawn Tennis 

Association • . During the learn to swim campaign June 1933, 

over 800 boys were enrolled. The Boy Scout troops and other 

community groups have the free ~se of the swinnning pool 

throughout the .year •. 

The ichita churches . - The church as an. institution has 

always been one of the most powerful influences for good in 

any community . The churches of Wichita , Kansas , are no excep 

tion. The regular church progr m furnishes a channel for 

filling leisure with purposeful , profitable, and enjoyable 

activity. But there is also definite provision for the lei

sure of the young people through such activities as the bas

ket-ball teams , church parties and picnics , young people ' s 

organizations and clubs . In the larger churches the junior 

choirs assist in the regular church services and provide 

training _in music which will probably lead to a love and 

appreciation of good music . The religious education vacation 

school is an effort to provide not only religious instruction 

but worth- while occupation for boys ·and girls during the sum-
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mer months. There are usually ten of these schools held dur

ing June. Th·e Wichita Council of Church es makes possible the 

carrying out of this school and similar projects. 

The Christian Youth Council.- The Christian Youth Coun

cil, composed of two representative young ·people and one 

adult leader from e ach young people's group and under the di

rection of a tra ined leader from the Council of Churches, has 

done much worth-while work among the young people of the city 

according to .Miss Elsie Miller16 of the Wichita Council . of 

Churche_s . During the spring of' 1933 a conference was held 

in which recreational and economic questions were considered. 

The purpose of the recreational phase was to teach the young 

people hobbies and leisure- time activities which they could 

in turn , pass on to the . young people ' s groups of their own 

churches . Miss Miller reports that the College Hill Methodis 

Episcopal Church under the leadership of WJ' . R. W. Porter , · 

director of religious education , seems to have accomplished 

the most -in the way of actually working out hobbies with the 

young people . During the Epworth League Institute at Pratt , 

Kansas , in 1933 , members of the Christian Youth Council 

assisted in teaching hobbies . The Wichita Council of Church 

es encourages the churches to conduct week-end or two or 

three day camps for its young people . During the summer of 

1933 many of the churches followed this - suggestion . 

The Wichita. City Library.- The Wichita City Library has 

l.Sinterview, ugust 29 , 1933 . 
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become increasingly i mportant in the lives of the people. 

This fact was graphically represented in a series of posters 

on display at the library during the summer months of 1933. 

These posters showed an increase of . patrona.ge of the library 

of 43% during the past two years. T.his was more than the 

increase in the ten year period from 1920 to 1930 and was an 

average of nine books per person in Wichita. 

However, · the full significance of the service rendered 

cannot be measured in terms of circulation. Perhaps one of 

the most significant phases of the service is rendered 

through the · children's department, for here the primary pur

pose is to build re~ding habits that will carry over when the 

children are through school. Branch libraries in ten elemen

tary schools and in four intermediate schools have been es

tablished. Two librarians are in charge, one of whom takes 

care of such routin~ .tasks as checking books, leaving the 

other free to do floor work, giving reading guidance and in

dividual .instruction to children. During the summer months 

these libraries are open two half-days · each week, and the 

book wagon visits play · centers and communities wpich do not 

have branch libraries. A reflection of the influence of such 

centers in providing leisure activity is found in the state

ment of one intermediate school principal to Miss Ruth 

Hammond,17 heaci librarian. · Before the branch library opened, 

this principal states that there was invariably a group of 

17 
Interv ew, December 23, 1933. 
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boys at · the building with nothing to do in the evenings . 

These groups no longer congregate there causing the trouble 

they did before . The tact that one of the elementary schools 

from which this intermediate draws its pupils has more than 

40 per c_ent of its families on the lists for relief is signi

ficant . These people could not patronize the down town li

brary ., but find escape from the hardships· of life through 

reading brought within their reach . 

Another phase of the service rendered by the children ' s 

department is the instruction given to sixth grade classes in 

the use of the library . Classes from the city schools meet 

in the children 1s ro_om at the library for an hour ' s instruc

tion during which time they learn the use of the card index 

and how to find the books on the shelves . There is a similar 

lesson given to ninth grade _pupils ., but they are instructed 

in the use of reference books ., reader ' s indexes ., and other 

study helps as well as fiction . A similar service has been 

extended to Parent,Teacher groups and women ' s clubs . 

Another service rendered by Miss Winifred Schott ., chil

dren ' s librarian., is the work which she does with problem 

children who are sent to her by principals~ One case is ·in

dicative of the nature of the work . One boy whose report 

card had a record of failure in every subject , was sent to 

Miss Schott . He had never read a book and cared nothing for 

reading . However ., he disclosed the fact that he liked dogs . 

true dog story_ was a means of opening up his interest in 
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other things . His next report showed a gain in all subjects . 

Who can estimate the value of such a servi·ce in helping a be

wildered , unllappy little child to find himself? 

The influence of the children ' s department is also felt 

in surrounding towns and rural commU.nities which do not have 

the privilege of library facilities . At the request of the 

man·agement of the local broadcasting station, K. F. H., 
Miss Schott took charge of the Children ' s Hour , a broadcast 

which is given every Thursday . The programs consist of 

stories ., poems , and occasional dramatizations under Miss 

Schott 1s direction . 

In the adult d~partment individual attention is also 

provided for patrons . Miss Clark , head of the circulation 

department , advises patrons and helps them in working out 

reading lists upon subjects of' special interest and adapted 

to their .reading ability . An examine. tion of the reference. 

librarian ' s note book in which a record is kept of informa

tion sought , shows .a wide variety of interests of patrons • . 

The record of books checked out reveals the same thing. 

There is a decided preference for the more serious magazines , 

and the periodical room has become increasingly popular in 

the last two years . 

Mis~ Hammond , 18 head librarian., summarizes the work of 

the various departments as follows: "The library helps in 

almost every community proj-ect ; the work or ·a librarian., like 

18 . 
Interview ., December 23 , 1933 . 
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that ofa mother , shows up in some one else ' s achievements . " 

Whether the need is tne preparation of the year ' s club pro-

. gram,_ the selection of a play, material for a public address., 

or even the meeting place for a club or civ.ic organization, 

the librarian stands ever ready to assist in every possible 

way . 

c. W •• recreational program.- The most recent provi

sion which has been made for wise use of leisure in Wichita , 

Kansas , is the recreational program which the federal govern 

ment launched through the civil works administration on 

December twentieth . Six schools , Roosevelt , Allison, 

Alexander Hamilton , Horace Mann , L ' Ouverture , and Central 

were chosen for recreational centers . Here every evening 

six days in the week from seven till ten , opportunity will b 

given those who like to sing or play music to do so in glee 

clubs or bands ; · in the hobbies group , men and women can lear 

to work in wood , ·make collections , or indulge in other ideas, 

in ·the crafts classes , leather work , wood work , basket mak

ing, etching, poster printing, and the . like will be taught . 19 

Early in the season, the .American Legion band under the 

direction of Mr . Duff Middleton planned a series of six con

certs to be given as a courtesy to the general public of the 

city . 

Summary.- •This investigation of provisions for leisure

time activities in Wichita, Kansas , reveals that a decided 

19 
The ichita Morning Eagle , p . 2 ; Column 1 , Dec . 21 , 
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effort is . being exerted in the schools and through civfc ; 

church, and character- building organizations to provide for 

such activities . One of the most significant things that is 

. being done in the elementary schools., perhaps , is their pro

vision for stimulating the interests of children in worth

while activities during the long vacation period • . The home 

room programs which have been very carefuily planned at 

Roosevelt Intermediate School · are suggestive of a wide range 

of interests , .and stress is placed upon the right use of lei

sure . A most satisfactory sports program which emphasizes 

intramural sports with a large number of participants rather 

than a few trained a~hletes is functioning in the intermedi-

ate and high schools . Evidence of this is seen in the large 

number of young pe·ople who make use or the play facilities 

at the schools during the lo_:rig vacation period. Rather ex

tensive extra- curricular programs are provided at both high . . 

schools . The school clubs with voluntary membership suggest 

. a wide _range of interests , also . 

The objective of the Wichita park board has been to pro-

•Vide places or play and recreation for every man, woman , _and 

child in the city, and to make these places of play attrac

tive beauty spots . Statistics show that thousands of person:: 

made use of the various recreational ·f'acilities , and picnic 

grounds , and hundreds of children enjoyed the many play cen

ters which were operated under competent leadership o 

The Wichita Boy Scouts have sixty- two troops , and 1 , 138 
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boys are .identified with these troops . The activities of 

the scouts are planned to include the profitable use of lei

sure . One feature of the summer work has been the three day 

camps which are widely attended . Then there is the main 

thi rty day camp at Cedarvale . The Wichita Girl Scouts pro- · 

videan outdoor program all the year around . The girls iearr 

useful types of activi·ty which appeal to · special interests ir 

the merit badge work . Of the thirty- five troops with · an av~ 

erage of twenty girls to the group , p·erhaps the two which 

make the largest contribution are those for the hard of' hear

ing and for children of the Wichita Children ' s Home . 

The Young Women ' s Christian Association renders a dis

tinct service to the city in its p3:ogram .for. character build· 

i ng . They offer a varied program of leisure- time activities 

i n their play nights for high school and business young peo

ple , vacation clubs , business girls ' league , industrial club ., 

learn to swim week , and the use of the. swimming pool , tennis 

courts , club rooms , and Camp Bide- a - Wee to various groups 

outside the organization . 

The Yotmg Men ' s Christian Association offers similar 

services to the young men of the community . They feature a 

community recreation program which touches the lives of 

thousands through the cooperation of the churches , Sunday 

schools , schools and colleges , business and industrial firms ., 

and civic clubs . 

The.Wichita churches are seeking · to take care of the 

leisure of their young people through such activities as the 
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basket~ball teams, church parties and picnics, junior choirs., 

young people's organizations, and clubs. The Christian Yentl: 

Council works through the Wichita Council of Churches in 

training representative young peopl~ who g~ back to their owr 

organizations and teach leisure-time activities which they 

have learned. 

The Wichita City Library has become increasingly popula1 

in the last two years. There has been an increase of 43 per 

cent in patronage, and the library helps in almost every pro· 

ject that is undertaken. Particularly important is the work 

that is done by the children's department in their effort 

to develop taste for good reading which will be a means of . 

continuous enjoyment and growth. In this work the branch 

libraries at ten elementary schools and four intermediate 

schools and the book wagon are important factors. Interest 

in good reading is also aroused, not only" in Wichita but in 

surrounding territory _by the · Children's Hour radio programs 

broadcasted over K. F. H. under the direction of Miss Wini

fred Schott each Thursday .• 

The C. w. A. Recreational programs are the most recent 

movement toward providing worthy leis·ure activi.ties in the 

cormnunity. They are in most cases well attended and promise 

1 to become increasingly important in community life. 



CH PTER IV 

LEISURE- TIME INTERESTS OF VICHITA HIGH SCHOOL EAST STUDENTS . . 

· 'Ihe study.- 'Ihe limits of this paper would not permit 

an analysis of the interests of each of the two thousand stu 

dents enrolled in Wichita High School East . ccordingly, an 

effort was made to choose representative groups from each of 

the three classes ,--sophomore , junior , and senior, which 

would furnish a cross section of probable interests of the 

whole group. Interests of 163 sophomores , 170 juniors , and 

155 seniors were studied. Both school and outside organiza

tions were considered. Hobbies of all three classes were 

studied, but an attempt was made among juniors · and seniors 

to determine whethe~ the school had been a contributing fac

tor toward development of interes.ts . The questionnaireswer 

given in reporting rooms . For the sophomore group , two 

teachers were from the commercial department , one from moder 

language , one in .English, one from mathematics , and one :from 

the department of home economics . Two of the teachers in 

whose rooms the juniors were enrolled _were from the history 

department ; the others were from the .mathematics department . 

Study hall teachers gave the questionnaire to the seniors . 

The questionnaire was given during the twenty minute report

ing period in a day when fewest interruptions came . 

The · questionnaire .- In preparing the questionna•ire the 

following items were considered: First , it must be short 

enough that pupils would have ample time for checking during 
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a twenty minute period. Second, it must be easily inter

preted by the · subjects . Third, it must be as objective as 

possible . Because twenty minutes seemed too short a time 

.for the listing of special reading interest.a ., . only one item 

pertaining to reading interests was included; this item re

fers to use ma.de o.f the library during summer vacation when 

more leisure time is probably available . It is probably 

true that pupils were reasonably frank in stating their in

terests because they did not sign their names to the ques

tionnaire , and in comparatively .few cases the reporting room 

teachers had these students in class . 

fue ques.tionna~re that was used follows : Only the firs 

.five items were used with sophomores ., but all seven items 

were used with juniors and seniors . 

Reporting room Age -------

1. To what school club or clubs do you belong? 

Boy -

Girl 

2 . To what church organizations do you belong? (Sunday 
School , Young People ' s Society ., Chorus , etc .) 

3 . To what other organization do you belong? (De Malay, 
Boy Scouts , Social Clubs ., etc .) 
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4 . List at least one hobby you enjoy. 

5 . Did you read books f'rom the library during summer vaca
tion? 

Yes No 

6 . What interests or hobbies have you developed since coming 
to high school? 

7 . Did you acquire this interest or hobby as a result of 
something you learned or did in school? 

Yes No 

Check the items below which most nearly indicate how your 
interest began . 

a . school ·club . 

b . Vierk in class or shop . 

c . ssociation with others having the same interest • . 

d . Interest acquired through reading . 

Interpretation of' the Data 

School clubs .- .Table IV shows the ages and nurnbers stud 

icd and percentages of sophomore , junior , and senior stu-

dents belonging to school clubs . lthough the percentages 

of' those in the fifteen year old group are highest and would 

seem to indicate a high point of interest at this age , . it is 

probable that too few cases were studied to indicate a trend 

However , it seems apparent that the interest in school clubs 

1s more pronounc_ed among the girls . This may be a result of 



Age 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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TABLE IV 

SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR, AND SENIOR STUDENTS BELONGING TO 

SCHOOL CLUBS 

Number 
Studied 

Boys Girls 

3 2 
32 22 
88 98 
63 . 68 
38 46 
19 ·8 
10 1 

Number. 
Belonging 

Boys Girls 

1 0 
15 18 
33 65 ' 
28 38 
10 16 

8 ·2 
·2 0 

Per cent 
Belonging 

Boys Girls 

33 . 33 0 
46 . 87 81 . 81 
37 . 50 66 . 32 
44 . 44 55 . 88 
30 . 95 34 . 78 
27 . 58 25 . 00 
20 . 00 0 

Totals 253 245 97 13.9 38 . 34 54 . 72 
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the marked enthusiasm in the girls ' "Peppy Pilot" club, for 

the membership of this club far _surpasses any other in 

school . In figure 1 is represented the percentage of sopho-

more , junior , and senior boys and girls st~died who belong 

to school clubs . The percentages_ for all classes , showing 

38 . 34 per cent for the boys and 54 . 72 per cent for the girls 

a.re probably more accurate than for the s·epara te classes be

cause larger numbers are represented. Likewise the total 

percentage for both boys and girls of this cross section 

should at lea.st approach acc\tracy . This suggests that prob

ably at least half' -of the student: body belong to some club. 

In Table V are listed the school clubs to which sopho-. . . 

mores , juniors , and seniors belong. The percentage belong

ing to each club is based upon the total number of boys or 

girls belonging to all school clubs . This table clearly 

shows the popularity of the pep clubs , especially among th~ 

girls . Girls seem to show a preference ror art a:q.d swimming, 

but there are more boys belonging to chemistry clubs . 

the clubs to which only boys belong are found the glider 

. club, radio club, and stamp club. 

mong 

Church activities .- The responses on the questionnaire 

would seem to indicate that a majority of the students in 
\ 

the group atte~d at least one church service . The percentago 

or girls attending was · somewhat higher than that of boys . 

Table VI shows the number and percentage of pupils who 

attend at least ot1.e church service • . The totals , which -are 
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Clubs to which 
boys belong 

A Capella Choir 
Art . 
Band 
Basket- ball 
Bible 
Book 
Chemistry 
Chorus 
Commercial 
Football 
Glee Club 
Glider 

-Hi- Y 
Mathematics 
Orchestra 
Pep 
Radio 
Rifle 
Stamp 
Swimming 
Tennis 
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T BLE V 

POPULARITY OF SCHOOL CLUBS 

Per cent Clubs to which 
girls belong 

Per cent 

2 . 06 
2 . 06 
1 . 02 
1 . 02 
1 . 02 
1 . 02 · 
9 . 27 
1 . 02 
4 . 11 
1 . 02 
8 ~24 
2 . 06 

23 . 71 
7 . 21 
1 . 02 

23 . 71 
7 . 21 
5 . 26 
6 . 18 
4 . 11 
2 . 06 

Capella Choir · 
fter School Sports 

Art 
Book 
Chemistry 
Commercial 
Drum and. Bugle 
Girls thletic sso . 
German 
Girl Reserves 
Glee Club · 
Mathematics 
Orchestra 
Peppy Pilots 
Rifle 
Swimming 
Tu.mblin·g 

2 . 87 
2 . 15 
5 . 75 
2.15 
1 . 43 
5 . 75 
2 . 87 
1 . 43 

. 72 
12 . 23 

8 . 63 
2 . 87 

. 72 
54~. ,69 

7 . 19 
19 . 42 

5 . 03 
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T BLE VI . 

SOPHOMORE , JUNIOR, AND SENIOR BOYS D GIRLS WHO TTEND 

T LEAST ONE CHURCH SERVICE 

ge Number 
. Studied 

Boys Glrls 

14 3 2 
15 32 22 
16 88 98 
17 . 63 68 
18 38 46. 
19 19 8 
20 10 1 

Totals . 253 245 

Number 
ttending 

Boys Girls 

2 1 
23 17 
63 86 
45 50 
26 35 
15 6 

6 1 

180 196 

Per cent 

Boys Girls 

66 . 66 50 . 00 
71 . 87 77 . 27 
71 . 59 87 . 65 
71 . 42 73 . 52 
68 . 42 76 . 08 
42 . 10 75 . 00 
60 . 00 100 . 00 

71 . 14 80 . 00 
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more nearly accurate because of the larger ·numbers considere , 

are 71 . 14 per c_ent · fo_r boys and 80 per ,cent for girls . Ta

ble VII shows ·the percentage of these people participating 

in the various numbers of activities . The largest per cent 

for both boys and girls is for one activity . Most of .these 

people attended only Sunday school or church. There were 

forty-six boys and forty- one girls reporting church atten• 

dance only, and thirty- one. boys and fifty- six girls who 

attended only Sunday school o The answers of the groups re

porting no church attendance seem significant to the problem 

of ·g~idance of leisure- time activities . mong -the seventy-

three boys in these groups only twelve said they belonged to 

school clubs , eleven said they belonged to non- school organ

izations ., and five said they belonged to both school and non 

school organizations . There were forty- five ., or 61 . 64 per 

cent , who seemed to have . a very narrow ~ange of interest be

cause they belonged to no organizations . Of these , three 

boys and one girl said they had no hobbies . This may be par 

tially, at least , the result of a lack of interest in fill

ing out the questionnaire ; however . 

Non- school clubs .- Boys seem ·to be more active in non

school clubs ~han the girls . Of the 253 boys studied, nine

ty- nine or 39 . 13 per cent of the boys belong to such clubs . 

Of the 245 girls studied, only sixty or 25 089 per cent be

long to such clubs . Table VIII shows - the distribution of 

non- scho·ol clubs , and indicates a p_opularity of Boy Scouts 
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TABLE VII 

PUPILS PARTICIPATING IN CHURCH ACTIVITIES 

Number Number Pe-r cent 
of' Participa ting Part cipating 

Activities 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 

·1 94 94 52 . 22 47 . 95 
2 61 72 33 . 88 36 . 73 
3 23 14 12 . 77 7 . 14 
4 l 1~ . 55 7 . 14 
5 0 2 0 . 10 
6 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 1 0 . 55 0 
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T BLE VIII 

NON-SCHOOL CLUB INTERESTS OF BOYS AND GIRLS 

Number Boys ' Clubs Number ·Girls ' Clubs · 
Belonging Belonging 

3 
1 
1 

57 
l 

13 . 
1 
2 
1 
l 
1 .. 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
l 
3 
1 
1 
4 
3 

• z. • 2 
·Amateur Radio 1 
American Relay Radio . · l 
Boy Scouts l 

\ Code Practice Club 5 
De Molay . 3 
Fisher-Body Guild 1 
Four- H 1 
Fraternity· 15 
Glider Club 7 
Ice Hockey 1 
Jimmy Allen Planes 5 
Lodges 4 
Mechanic ' s Home Club 1 
National Guard 6 
Ping Pong l 
Pioneer 4 _ 
Pitch 1 
Radio Club 
Ratskin Club 
Rollerdonie Skating 
Sea Scouts 
Social 
Violin 
Physical Culture 
Yacht Club 
Y. M. C. A. 

Bridge 
Campfire Girls 
Dinner Club 
Esporte 
Girl Scouts 
Guild 
Ice Hockey 
Junior Music Club 
Jr . Twentieth Century 
Kit Kat Club 
Literary Triangle 
Lodge 
McDowell Mus ic Club 
Pi Mu Sorority 
Rainbow 
Ratskin 
Social Clubs 
Y. W. C . .. . 
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and De Molay among the boys and Junior Twentieth Century 

club among the girls . On the whole ., the non- school club 

activiti es reported represent a wholesome type of activi

ties . 

Hobby interests .- The answers to the questionnaires of · 

the cross section group would indicate that most high school 

people enjoy at least one hobby. Six was the highest number 

of hobbies reported by any one student . Table IX shows that 

the junior gi.rls have the largest number of hobbies . In the 

sophomore group , ninety- seven or 97 . 97 per cent of the boys 

and sbcty- one , or 95 . 31 per cent of the girls ., · reported hob

bies ; eighty- five j~ior boys or 96 . 59 per cent and ninety

one junior girls or 98 . 91 per cent reported hobbies . Only 

fifty- nine senior ·boys or 89 . 39 per cent reported hobbies . · 

Eighty- five senior girls ., or 95 . 5 per cent of the group re

ported hobbies . · In the whole group of boys and girls stud

ied there were 96 . 73 per cent who reported hobbies . The 

fact that students are interested in hobbies would suggest 

that high school teachers have a fertile field on which to 

build worth- while interests . 

In Table X the hobby int~rests are . listed according to 

type of activity. Over two hundred different activities are 

listed; the largest group was of the collecting type • . Stamp 

collecting is the most popular with boys and girls alike . 

Most of the interests listed represent worth- while activ~ 

ities ., and many .of the~ represent activities which would 



Class 

Sophomores 

Juniors 

Seniors 

Totals 
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T BLE IX 

SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR, A.ND .SENIOR STUDENTS 

REPORTING HOBBIES 

.Number 
Studied 

Boys Girls 

99 64 

88 92 

66 89 

253 245 

Number 
Reporting 
Hobbies 

Boys Girls 

97 61 

85 91 

59 85 

241 237 

Per cent 

Boys Girls 

97.97 95 . 31 

96 . 59 98 . 91 · 

89 . 39 95 . 50 

. 95 . 25 96.73 
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T BLE X 

TYPES AND POPUL RITY OP HOBBY INTERESTS OF 
SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR, .ND SENIOR BOYS - ND GIP~S 

·Number Hobby Number 
B. G. B. G. 

Art 

O 4 Art work O l 
l 0 Cartooning 
O 1 Des gning 0 2 
l 13 Drawing 1 0 
O 2 Lettering 1 O 
l O 011 Painting 1 8 
O 2 Painting 1 0 
O 1 Sketching portraits o l 
1 0 Wood carving 1 O 

0 1 
Av ation 1 3 

0 l 
2 - 0 Flying planes 1 O 

11 0 Mod l planes l 7 
2 0 Modern aircraft o 1 

0 1 
Collecting 1 1 

0 1 
O 2 Antiques O 1 
o 1 utographs -2 · O 
O 1 Bracelets 
1 1 Bugs O 2 
1 0 Bullets l 0 
O 1 Butterflies o 1 
3 1 Clippings 27 7 
8 O Coins l O 
O 1 Data on golf l O 
O 1 Data on music 
0 1 Elephants 
1 0 Firearms 
0 1 Games l l 
1 O Indian rel cs o 1 
2 2 Insects 
l O Keys 
O 1 Lead foil 
O 1 Leaves 1 0 
1 O Match covers 2 O 
2 O Match holders l o 
1 0 Menus 2 O 
O 2 Ivlinia ture dogs o - 11 
O 3 . Iv.usic 1 O 
1 O Musical instruments O 1 

Hobby 

Novelties for a Novelty 
table 

Old books 
Oratory 
Pencils 
Pictures 

bf a.'ircraft 
of dancers 
of football men 
of furniture 
of movie stars 
of nature 

Pins and buttons 
Poems 
Programs 
Popular songs 
Rocks 
Show tickets 
Signs 
Skeletons and skins of -

animals 
Snap shots 
Soap 
Songs 
Stamps 
Wild plants 
Wood 

Dramatics 

Acting plays 
Going to see plays 

Manual ," Domest i c 

Auto mechanics 
Bead work 
Building racers 
Carpentry 
Cooking 
Craft work 
dro.cheting 

t 



Number 
B. G. 

0 
2 

10 
2 
0 
0 
4 
1 
1 
0 

12 
0 
0 
3 

1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
1 
7 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
1 
3 
0 

1 
1 
0 
0 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 

23 
0 

0 
2 
0 
1 

35 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 
1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
0 
5 
3 
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T BLE x- -Continued 

Hobby Number Hobby .. 
B. G. 

Manual , Domestic Art 
continued 

Designing clothes 
Drawing house plans 
Electrical device~ 
Electrical motors 
Embroidery 
Interior decora tion 
Mechanical devices 
Motors 
Pr n t i ng 
Quilts· 
Radio building 
·Remodeling clothes 
Sewing 
Wood orking 

Miscellaneous 

1 
1 
0 

0 
1 
1 
0 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1· 
0 

Being merry O 
Cards 1 
Certain girls 1 
Comparing people o 
Dancing 12 
Deba te 0 
Driving l 
Eating 1 
Foreign languages 2 
Gardening O 
Girl .Scout work 1 
Giving readings 2 
Going places 1 
Having dates 1 
Hitch hiking 1 
Interpret for deaf 
Keep diary 
Keep scrap book 

of art 2 
of baby pictures 1 
of famous athletes 1 
of interior decora- 1 

ton 9 
of memory l 

Knife throwing 6 
Kodaking 8 
Letter writing 19 .. 

1 · Ma t h . problems 
1 Ma th . puzzles 
1 Morning march a bout the 

halls 
1 Psychology · 
0 Sleeping 
0 Staying up late 
1 Study speech 
0 Traveling 
0 Traveling in a Model T 
l Typewr ting 
0 forking 
2 Writing stories 
2 Writing poems 

1 
0 
0 
1 

14 
l 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
2 
4_ 

2 
0 
1 . 
0 
1 
0 
2 

20 
1 

Music 

Band •· 
Choral work 
Classical 
Harmonize melodies 
Listen to radio o·r music 
Orchestra 
Play instruments 

CI.arinet 
Drums 
Flute 
Guitar 
Piano · 
Saxophone 
Violin 

Singing 

Out of door act i vit i es 

u-cher 
Bicycling 
Boating 
Camping 
Fishing 
Gardening 
Hiking 
Horseback riding 
Hunting 
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TABLE x- - Continued 

Number Hobby 
B. G. 

Out of door activities 
cont.inued 

l O Ice hockey 
5 16 Ice skating 
0 l Motor- cycle riding 
1 0 . Motor boating 

·. l 1 Riding 
5 3 Rifle shooting 
1 O Speed boat racing 
1 0 Woodcraft 

Pets 

3 O Chickens 
l O Horses 
1 O Pets 
2 0 Pigeons 
l O abbits 
0 1 Turkeys 

Reading 

0 1 viation 
0 1 Bible 

Number Hobby 
B. G. 

1 · 0 Bird Observation 
1 0 J3otany 
7 0 Chemistry 

Sports and games 

.5 O thletics 
1 2 Apparatus 

15 3 Baseball 
12 7 Basket- ball 

l · 0 Boxing 
l O . Croquet 
l 2 Diving 
9 0 Football 
7 6 Golf 
1 3 Hockey 
3 0 Ping pong 
1 0 Pool 
3 0 Roller .skating 
O 3 Seeing games 
2 10 Skating 
2 0 Soccer 
8 12 Sports O 1 Current history 

1 1 Difficult books 
0 1 Educational books 
l 3 History 

·24 31 Swimming 

0 1 Historical novels 
1 1 Literature 
1 1 Psychology 

32 57 Reading 
0 l Russia · 
0 1 Russian women 
l O Weird tales 

Science 

l O Agriculture 
l l Astronomy 
3 0 Biology 
1 l Disecting Animals 

for study 
0 l Gathering minute 

. organisms 
1 0 Amateur Naturalist 

12 28 Te:nnis 
1 1 Track 
l 1 Tumbling 
0 l Volley- ball 
3 0 Wrestling 
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contribute toward continued growth as well as enjoyment o 

Table XI · shows the frequency of choices of hobbies 

which were listed by five or more students . Although read

ing is more popular with the girls than the boys , this in

terest stands at the · head of the _list for both groups . 

Among the girls listing hobbies , 23 . 84 per cent listed read

ing, and among the boys 13 . 79 per cent listed it . Manual 

arts and sports are prominent among choices of boys . With 

both groups swimming ranks high. 'lhe list of activities 

represented here are probably indicative of subjects which 

would appeal to many students in related reading materials . 

However , it seems probable that many interests of these boys 

and girls did not appear on the questionnaire . If time and 

conditions permitted, the investigator would probably get 

more accurate information by personal contact with students . 

For example! A boy in the group st~died when a trial ques~ 

tionna.ire was used, later revealed that he was very much in

terested in the collections in Friends University museum, 

that he was reading eve~ything he could find on archeology, 

and that he was looking for instructions for building a 

telescope with which to study the stars . None of these in

terests appeared on any of the trial questionnaires used 

earlier in the semest~r , although this boy was one of the 

subjects . 

Tables XII and XIII represent the findings in answer 

to .the question, "Is the school making a contriTbution toward 



\ ___ 

I , . 

No . 
Boys 

32 
27 
24 
19 
15 
12 
12 
12 
11 
10 

9 
9 -
9 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
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T BLE XI 

FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF HOBBIES LI S11ED BY 

FIVE OR .MORE STUDENTS 

Per Hobby No . Per Hobby 
cent Girls cent · 

13 . 79 Reading 57 23.84 Reading 
11 . 63 Collect:1.ng stamps ·35 14 . 64 Dancing 
10 . 34 Swimming 31 12 . 97 Swimming 

8 . 18 Hunting 28 11 . 71 Tennis 
6 . 46 Baseball 23 9 . 62 Sewing 
5 . 16 Basket- ball 20 8 . 36 Horseback riding 
5 . 16 Listen to radio 16 6 . 69 Ice skating 
5 . 16 Radio building 14 5 ·~85 Listen to radio 
4 . 69 Model planes 13 5 . 43 Drawing 
4 . 31 Electrical devices 12 5 . 02 Sports 
3 . 87 Dancing 11 4 ~64 Cooking 
3 . 87 Fishing 10 4 . 18 Skating 
3 . 87 Football 8 3 . 34 Collecting pie-
3 . 44 Collecting coins ·. tures 
3 . 44 Horseback riding 7 2 . 92 Collecting poems 
3 . 44 Sports 7 2 . 92 Collecting stamps 
3 . 02 Chemistry 7 2 . 92 Basket- ball 
3 . 02 Driving 6 2 . 51 Golf 
3 . 02 Golf 5 2 . 08 Dr ving 
2 . 58 Hiking 
2 . 15 Ice skating 
2 . 15 Rifle shooting 
2 . 15 thletics 



TABLE XII 

. PREVA,LENCE AND SOtmCES OF JUNIORS AND SENIORS INTERES TS DEVELOPED 

SINCE COMING TO HIGH SCHOOL 

Class Number Number Per cent Source :tn Per cent Source not Per cent 
Studied Reported High School in High 

Interests School 

B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G • . 

Junior 88 92 ·77 67 87 . 5 72 . 82 39 52 50 . 6 77 . 6 38- 15 49 . 4 22.4 

Senior . 66 89 50 68 .75 . 8 .76 . 4 34 43 68 . 0 63 . 2 16 25 32.0 36 . 8 

Totals 154 181 127 135 82 . 5 74 . 6 73 95 57 . 5 70 . 4 54 40 42.5 29 . 6 

. I . 
~ 
~ 
I 



TABLE XII I 

ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF INTERESTS DEVELOPED IN 
... 

HIGH SCHOOL 

Class Total Interests Source1 Source 1 Source 1 Per cent Per cent 
Number developed reading School Class Source , whole group . 
Studied in association Clubs Work Class for 

hiBh school with others Alone Work class ·work 

B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. 
I 

-'1 
~ 
I 

Junior 88 92 39 52 15 14 4 6 20 32 51 . 3 61 . 5 22 . 7 34 . 8 

Senior 66 89 34 · 43 12 6 l . · 4 · 21 33 61 . 8 76~74 31 . 8 37.7 

Totals 154 181 · 73 95 27 20 . 5 10 41 5 56 . 2 68 . 4 26 . 6 35 . 9 · 
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developing worth- while interests for leisure time?tt Of the 

seventy- seven junior boys reporting interests developed 

since coming to high school , thirty-nine or 50 . 6 per cent 

said that this interest had developed as a result of some

thing they did in school . In the .group of junior girls 

sixty- seven, or 77 . 6 per cent , reported such interests were 

a result of high school associations . In the senior group 

fifty boys or 68 per cent and sixty- eight girls or 63 . 2 per 

cent reported .the interest a result of high school training. 

In Table XIII sources were analyzed to determine to what ex

tent work in the class room, shop , or laboratory is carrying 

over into the leisure- time activities of boys and girls . Of 

the thirty- nine junior boys who reported the _high school as 

the source of inte·rest , twenty or 51 . 3 per cent said the in;. 

terest was a result of work in class or shop ; fifty- two jun

ior -girls , or 61 . 5 per cent , gave the same report . lli.e in"'.'9 

fluence of class work seems even more pronounced in the sen

ior groups . Here thirty~four boys , or 61 .8 per cent , and 

forty- three girls , or 76 . 74 per cent , attributed the inter

est to class work . When the comparison is made with the 

whole group studied , the influence of class room work is 

still apparent . In the whole group 22 . 7 per cent of junior 

boys , 34 . 8 per cent of junior girls , 31 . 8 per cent of senior 

boys , and 37 . 7 per cent of senior girls said the class room · 

work was at least partially responsible for the interest . 

The types of act_ivities listed in Table XIV reveal interests 



Number 

B. G. 

l 0 
.. 

1 0 
1 0 
4 0 

1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
0 2 
1 0 
0 1 
1 1 

0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
l 0 
4 26 
0 1 

H 0 l 
l 0 
0 l 
1 0 
0 l 

0 2 
0 1 
0 2 
0 1 

0 1 
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T BLE XIV 

INTERESTS DEVELOPED FROM CL SS Vi ORK 

Interest 
. 

Number ·Interest 
.. 

B. G. 

Academic sources Manual and domestic 
art source 

Amateur naturalist 
Bird observation 0 . 2 Clothing 
Biology 0 4 Cooking 
Chemistry 1 0 Drive racing car 
Collecting 5 0 Electrical devices 

Bugs 0 1 Interior decorating 
Butterflies 2 b Model construction 
In.sects 0 15 Sewing 
Leaves 1 0 Printing 
News items 2 0 Wood working 
Poems 

. Current history Music source 
Disecting ~mall 

animals for study 0 1 Collect musical data 
Math . problems 0 1 Harmonize melodies 
Math . puzzles 3 1 Music • 
Psychology 1 0 Play instruments 
Radio l 0 Play drums 
Reading 0 1 Play violin 

Educational 0 1 Singing 
·books 

Economics Physical education 
History 
Russia 0 1 Apparatus 

Study speeches 1 l Basket- ball 
Study stars a 1 · Dancing 

0 1 · Diving 
Art sources 0 1 Games 

0 ·1 Hockey 
Colle:ct pictures 0 l Rifle 
Designing 0 1 Skating 
Dpawing 0 4· Sports 
Lettering 3 5 ·swimming 

0 1 Tap ·dancing 
Connnercial source 2 10 . Tennis 

0 1 Track 
Typing 
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which will contribute toward very worth- while leisure pur

suits in nearly every case . It is significant to the teach

ers of Engli h to note a pronounced interest in reading • . 

This interest , _however , has · evidently also been developed in 

other classes besides English as special interests listed in

dicate . 

Vacation reading.- Table XV shows the· response to the 

question of vacation reading . This is no indication whateve 

of the amount nor type of vacation reading done as the time 

devoted _to answering the questionnaire did not permit more 

detailed information. One boy volunteered the information , 

11 about 10011 · instead of answering by checking "yes." Among 

the boys , seniors· seem to make greater use of the libr.ary 

than juniors , and juniors make greater use of it than sopho~ 

mores . Among the girls , 15 . 97 per cent more juniors used 

the library than soph~mores , and 4 . 36 per cent more juniors 

than seniors . The study would seem to indicate that at least 

. fifty per cent of the boys and girls make use of the library 

during summer vacation . 

Conclusion.- Interests of 163 sophomores , 170 juniors , 

and 155 seniors were studied by use of a questionnaire . 

This was a representative group which would probably repre

sent a cross section of the interests of the whole student 

body . Because only a twenty minute reporting period could 

be used for answering the questionnaire , no detailed study 

could be made . Interests pertaining- to school clubs , church 
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T BLE XV 

SOPHOMORE ., JUNIOR ., AND SENIOR BOYS AND GIRLS RE DING 

LIBRARY BOOKS DURING SUMMER V CATION 

Class Number 
Studied 

Boys Girls 

Sophomores 99 64 

Juniors 88 92 

Seniors 66 89 

Totals 253 245 · 

Number 
Reading · 

Boys Girls 

51 35 

49 65 

44 59 

· 144 159 

Per cent 

Boys Girls 

51 . 51 54 . 68 

66 . 66 66 . 29 

56 . 91 64.89 
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activities, non-school organizations, hobbies and ·vacation 

reading were studied with sophomore, jl.lllior, and senior 
. . 

groups, but an attempt. was made in the two groups of upper 

classmen to determine what infiuence high school has had upon 

developing the interests. Among the schoo1 · c1ubs, the pep 

organizations are very popular. Girls seem to show a prefer

ence for art and swimming, but there are more boys than girls 

belonging to chemistry clubs. Among the clubs to which only 

boys belong are found the glider, radio, and stamp club. The 

study revealed that in this group 52.8 per cent belonged to 

some · school club. 

Church attendance seems to be reasonably popular among 

the students. The totals reveal that 71.14 per cent of the 

boys and 80 per cent of the girls attend at least one church 

service. mong the groups reporting non-church attendance, 

61.64 per cent said they belonged to no school club nor other 

organization. Of this group of 61.64 per cent three boys 

and one girl reported no hobby interests. 

Unless the answers are the result · of a lack of interest 

in the questionnaire, there is clearly a problem here for the 

school in discovering these people and leading them to broad-

er interests. percentage of 39 . 13 for boys belonging to 

non-schoo+ clubs show a greater interest in these organiza

tions than girls. Only 25.89 per cent of the girls belonged 

to such clubs. On the whole the non-school clubs reported 

represented a wholesome type of activity. The Boy Scouts was 
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most popular with the boys and the Junior Twentieth Century 

club with the girls . 
. . 

Most of the students in the group studied reported an 

interest in one or more hobbies. Of _ the boys 95 o2~ per cent 

and _of the girls 96 . 73 per cent reported such an interest . 

Over two hundred hobby interests were reported; the largest 

group was of the collecting type •. Most of the interests 

listed represent worth-while activities , and many of them 

represent activities which would make a. decided contribution 

to continued growth and enjoyment • .. Since so many students 

are ·interested in worth- while activites , the teacher has a 

good foundation on which to ba se the emphasis on the leisure

time objective . 

The results of the study would seem to indicate that the 

high school is a contributing factor in developing hobbies 

and interests . In the group studied 82 . 5 per cent of the 

boys and .74 . 6 per cent of the· gil:ls reported interests devel

oped since coming to high school . Of these , 57 . 5 per cent of 

the boys and 70 . 4 per cent of the girls said that the high 

. school had contributed to the developing of this interest . 

Class work seems to be the most fruitful source of interest . 

Of the groups who said the high school contributed to the in

terest , 56 . 2 per cent of the boys and 68 . 4 per cent of the 

girls said that the work in class or shop was .a source of in

terest . When these groups were compared with the whole groui: 

studied, •it was revealed that 26.6 per cent of the boys and 
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35 . 9 per- cent of' the girls attributed the source o·f' interest 

to class work . · Some e.vidence is apparent here that teachers 

are stressing the leisure- time objective . 

; 



CH.APTER V 

THE LEISURE- TIME OBJECTIVE IN THE 
ENGLISH LITERATURE COURSE 

The Novel ~ Drama , Poetry 

Harry c. McKown1 says that wise _use of leisure depends 

upon interests , their number ., variety and value ., and the op- · 

portunity for expression . Since literature is essentially a 

record of the thoughts and feelings of mankind, an apprecia

tion of it involves an appreciation of life in its many as

pects . Because of the breadth and the scope of literature , 

it should lend itself to the development of a variety of in~ 

terests probably as well as any other subject in the curri-

culum. 

The real purpose of education, according to E. ·K. 

Fretwell , 2 is to enable the individual to be increasingly in

telligently self- directive . Then the real test of the value 

of a literature course to any particular student is not the 

number of classics he has read nor the scholastic record he 

has made ., but whether he has acquired appreciations , worth

while interests ., and a taste for good reading which will lea 

.him to enriched experiences and continued growth throughout 

life . The study by Ben M. Hanna3 revealed that the activ-

1Harry McKown ., EXTR. - CURRIClf.LAR ACTIVITIES , p . 93 . 
New York : MacMillan Company , l92'7 . 

2Elbert K. Fretwell , EXTRA- CURRICULAR CTIVITIES IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS , p . 2 . Boston: Houghton Miffl in Co ., 1931 . 

3 Ben M. Hann~ , op cit . 
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ities of pupils whom he studied were rather aimless and un

profitable with no particular value· for t he intellectual and 

physical development of the child. If we are to see any 

marked improvement in this , it seems that we must definitely 

direct the attention of our students to the -problem. The 

fallacy of the popular idea that leisure time is not really 

enjoyed unless it is aimlessly squandered -must be revealed, 

and new appreciations of the possibilities for leisure- time 

activities which furnish not only enjoyment for the moment 

but ultimate satisfactions of life as well must be gained. 

-The "do- nothingn groups studied by w. O. Forman4 wo uld have 

pr.eferred to be occupi~d .. This seems to indicate a lack of 

leadership ~nd training in self- directed activity. It seems 

probable that this same "mental set" of ttreadiness" exists 

among other similar groups and that there would be a satis

factory response if these children were led to see the pos

sibilities for self- directed·activity and to taste the satis

factions of such expression . Teachers of literature have th 

opportunity of fostering the interests- of young people and o 

opening up new fields of interest to them. This may be done 

with the materials for class study as well as the outside 

reading. 

Although the limits of this study will permit detailed 

consideration of only one type of literature , the es-say , the 

4 · , 
W •. o . Forman , 1 The Use of Leisure Time by Junior High 

School Boys , " ELEMENT .. RY SCHOOL JOURNAL , PP • 771- 74. Vol. 26, 
June 1926 . · 
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possibilities of stressing the avocational objective in the 

teaching of other type.s is apparent . Only brief mention can 

be made of the novel ., drama , and poetry however . 

Since the real test of the value of literature is wheth 

er the student has acquired an appreciation·and taste for 

good reading ., the treatment of .the materials of reading must 

conform to this function . Boaz and Smith5 say "Experience 
has shown that the old- fashioned dissection of the ' classics 
kills the very thing that it is supposed to stimulate ., a liv 
i ng interest and love for literature . Progressive teachers 
have come to believe that literatu1-ae ought to be taught as 
literature ., the revelation in artistic form of' an author ' s 
v i sion of life , be that vision expressed in prose or poetry, 
lyric or epic ., drama or essay ., novel or satire •••••• Atl inter 
est in the biographies of authors , and other impediments of 
scholarship is indispensable to the scholar , but of secondar 
importance to the man or woman -who reads for what is commonl 
called . the pleasure ·of reading . n 

lexander Inglis6 .agrees with this . He·says ., ttsince th 
main value of lite·rature as contributing to the social- civic 
aim are to be found in the influence of its content and sine 
the main values of its study as contributing to the individ
ualistic--avocational aim of secondary education are to be 
found . in the development of a sense of enjoyment in reading 
and taste in the choice of such reading., i t would appear to 
follow . that in all cases highly formal study and attention t 
technique of literature should be subordinated to these more 
impor tant values . The study of literary tecr.i.11ique , except 
within such limits as obviously affect the general apprecia
tion of literature has no place in the · study of literature 
in the secondary school . .. 

· The Novel .- bundant material · for stress'ing leisure- tim 

activities is furnished in the study of the novel . For in-

5 . 
Ralph Philip Boaz- -Edwin Smith., AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 

STUDY OF LITER TURE, Introduction , p . v . New York~ Brace and 
Company., l925. 

6A1exander Inglis , PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION ., 
p . 442 . Cambridge: Houghton Mifflin Company, Riverside 
Press , 1918. 
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stance , · Dickens ' Tale of Two Cities furn shed· a potnt of de- · 

parture for much worth- while work . We read the story withou 

undue attention to technique , for by this plan it seemed pro 

bable that a two- fold purpose might be accomplished. Fir$t ,' 

. it seemed probable that students would cease to look upon th 

type of novels read in school as something to be avoided be

cause of the laborious task of studying them, and they would 

be encouraged to read others of this higher type . Second, 

time was afforded for more attention to the interests of in

dividual pupils and to the awakening of new interests which 

will make for worth- while self- directed activities . The 

Tale of Two Cities is particularly well adapted to opening 

a discussion of leisure in its national importance . fuat us 

was made of leisure by the aristocracy? What was the ulti- . 

mate effect upon the life of the nation? What is involved 1 

the wise use .of leisure? The discussion brought out the 

facts that leisure should provide enjoyment ; it should pro

vide a change of activity from that involved in one ' s work ; · 

and it should not be destructive , that . is , it should provide 

rest , promote health, and be a means of self- improvement . 

Students were asked to bring in lists of leisure- time activ

ities which seemed to pass these · tests of enjoyment , change , 

and constructiveness . Back numbers of the Readers ' Guide 

were brought from the library to acquaint students with the . 

use of this study help. Students found that very few arti

cles on leisure appeared in magazines a year or two ago . 
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One student consulted the late Readers ' Guide in the library · 

and reported the number of articles on lefsure within the 

past few months . Why has the nu.mber _increased so rapidly 

during the last few months? The outside reading was centere 

about the following question: "What do our leaders say in re 

ga.rd to the importance of leisure in the life of the natim ?1 

The pupil who reported on the Readers ' Guide brought in a 

list of references to conserve the time of the class . Mate

rials in the teachers ' files also helped the pupils who had 

very little time for library work , or who needed to be en

couraged to do magazine reading. The reports of this read

ing led pupils to draw some conclusions as to the importance 

of leisure in the life of a nation . The next topic for dis- 

cussion was ., 0 What provisions are being made · for enjoyment o 

leisure by the people of Wichita . " Here was an excellent op 

portunity to stimulate an interest in the worth- while activ

ities sponsored by the school and various other organiza

tions . Here again the teachers ' files aided the students , 

for the task of hunting up back newspaper files is too tedi

ous for the average student . Newspapers from time to time 

also print stories of people who have distinctive hobbies . 

Some students had noticed these and some had acquaintances 

whose hobbies were of interest to the group . Hobbies in 

which pupils find enjoyment were also reported. 

Drama .- The use of drama in stressing leisure-time acti 

vities will next be considered. Here again the teacher of 
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literature has an opportunity to nteach pupils to do better 

the desirable a.ctiv'ities they will perform anyway , and to 

reveal higher . types of activities . •• First, there is an op

portunity to stimulate students ' interest in, attending legit• 

imate stage productions , concerts , and lectures , to cultivatE 

discrimination between the artistic or worth while . and the 

tawdry and sensational in the cinema, and ·to encourage . the 

enjoyment of good programs on the radio . Press notices of 

such entertainments should appear on the bulletin board. 

These should include not only actors or artist·s of note , but · 

also productions by local organizations as nTh.e Little 

Theater , ' "The Univei;-sity Players , " "The Singing Quakers /' 

and many others . Pupils. are encouraged to report to the 

class when they en·joy some such treat . Programs are brought 

in and posted on the bulletin board. The picture of the ac

tor or artist is of interest to most pupils , at least . The 

English department at High School East 1mder the leadership 

of Miss Vera Knickerbocker , head of the department of ·En

glish, sponsors the production of a Shakespearian:. play by 

· the " University Players" of Wichita University ·each year . 

The plays , directed by Mr . George D. ilner are especially 

well done . Aside from the townspeople , there is always an 

enthusiastic audience of students . This would seem to in

dicate the success of an attempt to interest pupils in worth

while productions . The funds derived from the productions 

are used ·for pur.chasing sets of books to be used in the clas:: 
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room. For a number of years the Wichita City Teachers asso

ciation has sponsored -a lecture course . - Season tickets are 

. sold at a very reasonable price , and many high school stu

dents attend the series . · 

Second, the study of drama should lead pupils to find. 

enjoyment in reading this type of literature . Some clever 

students may become interested in making ·marionettes and giv 

ing a puppet show if they are once given the idea. Class 

discussion of_ such a project could be spent profitably and 

names of books which would give further information and di

rections for making the marionettes should be posted on the 

bulletin board. The teacher should recommend books that are 

available either at the school library or at the city librar . 

Listing the call numbers will also encourage the students , a 

it facilitates finding the _books quickly . Many students who 

otherwise would not go to the library for a book will do so 

when given the call number . Lists of plays which pupils 

would probably enjoy for outside reading. should be ·placed 

where students can have free access to· them . 

Third, the study of the drama might open up other field 

of interest or a study of the importance of leisure . In 

Israel Zangwill 1s The Melting Pot we find Quincy Davenport , 

who squandered leisure and had no appreciation of the _signi

ficant things of life . In direct contrast to Quincy is 

David Quixa.no whose ideals of a democracy were expressed in 

his musfc . This play is a point of'. departure for discussion · 
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of the ·sons of Wichita who are contributin~ to the enjoyment 

of others . Teachers ~re sometimes astonished to find stu

dents who have .no idea of the contributions of such men as 

Thurlow Lieurance , Bruce Moore , John Noble , c. A. Seward; 

and others . Surely, no student should leave the halls of 

Wichita schools without knowing something about these people 

Many of the beautiful paintings in the .collection of the 

Wichita Art Association are hung in the corridors of the 

high schools . Shall we not make the most of this opportunit 

to help pupils to enjoy s·uch treasures? Then metaphors , 

similes , and other figures of peech will become meaningful 

instead of being regarded as mere dogmatic impositions of 
. . . . -

those Who teach~ Josephine Preston Peabody ' s The Piper is 

another play with -an ide·alism which readily opens up a dis

cussion of the whole field of leisure . And so many , many 

others might be mentioned from the rich field of drama , 

classics , the modern plays , and the one- act plays so much 

enjoyed by our pupils . 

Poetry.- What could furnish a more f'ert1le field for th 

touching of special interests than that of poetry? Here , 

too , a certain amount of analysis is , of course , necessary , 

but the love of poetry may easily be suppressed by minute 

analysis of each line. The student may be led to stand with 

Keats tttiptoe upon a little hill" or enjoy the exquisite 

beauty of his "sweet peas on tiptoe for a flight" with their 

11 taper fingers catching at all things , 11 he may be subdued 
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before the magnifica.nt grandeur of Byron ' s rugged, storm

capped mountains ., his ·roaring serf and the vaulted blue dome 

of his sky ; but the student does not need to be exposed to a 

. master 1s know~~dge of poetry to do this . Some posters were 

made by the students of Miss Elizabeth Hodgson , head of the 

English department at Wichita High School North., which in

dica ted that the pupils had caught something of that intan

gible spirit of the poet and had gained an appreciation of 

what he had felt and was trying to express . Poetry had be

come a vital part or the experiences of those pupils . 

Then, through poetry, there is a possibility of opening 

up a study of leisure- time activities in general . For in

stance , the study of Tennyson 1s "Enoch Arden~• furnishes a 

point of departure . The students imagine that they, too ., 

are stranded oh a desert island with little hope of rescue 

and try to decide what they would do . Then imagine them

selves a stranger in Wichita . What opportunities are 

afforded here for en joyment of leisure time , making worth• . 

while friends etc? 

Masefield ' s "Dauber• leads to an appreciative study of 

great _pictures . The teacher should call attention to the 

exhibits brought to the city by the Wichita Art ssociaticn 

from time to time . Bliss Carmen ' s "Autumn" should stimulate 

an interest in the loveliness of our own streets and parks 

in autumn . Through Theodosia Garrison I s n The Green Innn the 

loveliness of trees is seen . And so one might continue in-

,, 
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definitely, for the scope .of poetry is as broad as human in

terest itself. There is a possibility of instilling a love 

for reading poetr as a pastime , of introducing enjoyment oj 

the things about the subjects treated in poetry, or a lo·ve 

of creating beauty in the form of verse . Some examples of 

creative work in poetry will indicate the enjoyment of' the 

wri·ters . reflected there . The following were taken from 0 The· 

Messenger , " the magazine of High School East , May 1931 . 

TIRED 

The world is tired today . 
The jonquils by the gravel path 
Nod lazily and droop their yellow heads . 
One little worm creeps up a hollyhock 
And stops on a horny leaf-- too 

tired -to crawl down . 

Children sit in the garden 
Chins in cupped hands , quiet , tired . 
A dragon fly drones over a fountain 
That is monotonously splashing water 
On a tired world . 

Evelyn Florence 

A PRAYER 

God, let me live life ! 
Let me feel it sting in every vein- - -
A living fire ! . 
Let me hear the thunders crash 

across the sky, 
And fee l 
The wild wind in my face--
The slanting rain . 
God , let me live a life so full 
That when death comes 
I shall be glad that I have lived 
And satisfied to die . · 

Lucy Hill 
.. 
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IN WI NTER 'S J EWEL C SKET 

My Lady Winter holds her white hands out 
Above . the .. world 
And opens · them 
And all her precious jewels drop 
On us . 
A crystal filigree of ice 
On many twigged bushes 
Silver of stars 
In a clear , cold night 
White- --gold days 
With dazzling sweeps of' snow 
The brilliance of a winter sun 
Diamond piles of frost 
On cool glass 
A ruby spot 
Among t he blacks and whites 
It is a redbird 
Carolling from a tall pine tree . 
A vast arch sweeps above us , 
Sapphire , turquoise . 
With a broken string of pearls 
Tossed away on the horizon . 
All tha t ' s lacking is an ·emerald 
In winter ' s jewel ca sket . · 

Loreen Miller 

The following were taken f'rom the Messenger Celebreties 

Number , May· 1930 : . 

BIRCH TREES 

Birch · trees ~ 
Slender ladies of the forest , 
Graceful , tall , 
Dainty, 
Poised and cool · 
Above the others . 
White and fair , . 
rtist ' s delight---

. Object of a poet ' s fancy 
Idol of the violets , 
Looking up 
Dailing of the cedars , 
Looking down . 
Leaves dancing , 
Heads held high 
Beloved of all 
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Admired- - -
Lovely ladies of the forest . · 

Helen A. Blood · 

IR MAIL 

Swept from the mists of the valley 
. High to the thrones of the Gods; 

Hurling defiance at limitless space- --
Pegasus---linen and rpds . · 

Helen c. W~ Brown 

In the Men ' s Number of the Messenger Magazine for 19301 

we find the fo.llowing: 

THE PAINTER 

Autumn in its shrouded garments 
Hurrying fast with winter in close pursuit , 
Daubing the foliage here and there 

with wild abandon . 
Red , yellow , lavender , a flash 
Before the melancholy of winte~ 
Wipes it out with leaden sky or shrieking 

blast . 

Norman Jacobshagen 

mong the 01~iginal poems. published in the February 1930 

number of the ·Messenger Magazine is another picture of autumn 

.UTUMN IN K NS S C NYON 

Sunset flung across the sky 
Golden oaks , proud heads held high, 
Bittersweet , and sumac too , 
Distant hills; mists , mauve and blue , 
Cat tails in a dank marsh bed, 
Wild geese honking overhead, 
Sudden winds , blown cold and chill , 
Blackbirds crying loud and shrill , 
Tinted leaves forever falling, 
Virgin woods forever calling . 

Helen Brown 
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Summary.- In tl;lis chapter the leisure- time objective i n 

the teaching of the novel , the drama , and poetry has been 

-considered. A more ~omplete treatment will be given in chap 

ter six of the essay . The novel , the drama , and poetry were 

found to be well adapted to the stressing of leisure- time 

objective . The teacher must be alert and plan her work with 

this objective in mind . She must be willing to omit the 

teaching of tiresome technical details and work for greater 

enjoyment .of literature for its own sake . The use of files 

containing clippings ~d pictures related to leisure- time 

problems and activities will be _found very helpful . The bul 

letin board used fo~ the display of' materials of interest by 

both teacher and pupils will be an asset . This will be more 

valuable if care is exercised in its arringement so that i t 

will be attractive . A card index of suggested readings is 

helpful . These cards include the name of the book , the _au~ 

thor , and in some cases a brief hint as to its conten~s . 

Pupils are encouraged to _ aid in making the index more ,useful 

by filling out cards f'or books which are not listed and whic 

they have found interesting or helpful . Annotated book list 

such as those published by the National Council of Teachers 

of English should be kept for reference . Pupils should be 

encourag~d to ·bring in exhibits of their leisure- time pro

jects . 



CH PTER VI 

THE LEISURE- TINE OBJECTIVE IN THE 
1 GLISH LIT R TURE COURSE 

· The Essay 

The worthy use of the leisure- time· objective in a liter 

ature course would imply the teaching of the significance of 

leisure in the life of the individual and the nation, the 

opening up of new fields of interest in possible const1.,uctiv. 

leisure activities , and the cultivation of tastes for read

ing good literature . · Dr . ~lillis L. Uhl1 says , u So long as 
content and conduct of course are remote from pupils ' inter- . 
ests , the course may be tolerated by tbe pupils , but it does 
not guide them in their reading; when content and conduct of 
the. course are brought within the pupils ' grasp , the course 
in literature assums its true place ·and serves as a positive 
guide in pupils ' choice of excellent literature . 11 

The essay is particularly well adapted for use in ap

pealing . to individual interests of pupils be.cause perhaps a 

wider range of interests is represented by authors in the 

field of essay than in other types of literature ; for - thi•s 

reason the essay · furnished a . logical starting point for re

lating the lfterature work to the special interests of the 

pupils . This may be done in class discussions , oral and 

written oxiginal essays , and the outside reading. In order 

to make the most of any learning situation· the teacher must 

have a sympathetic understanding of individual pupils , must 

know the material with which she is to rork , and must be abl 

'1.'ION 
Company , _ 

TION , P• 
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to foresee the possible outcomes as she plans the use of' the 

materials. She will ., then ., be able to provide means of' fos

tering interests which have been ·aroused in the class work by 

the use of supplementary material from her files and the li

b~ary , exhibits for the bulletin board., and ·outside reading 

organized about these special interests . For example , a love 

for reading beautiful nature essays and for observing the 

beauties of nature more closely will be ·stimulated if the 

class work with the essay n On Making Camp•• by Stewart Edward 

White2 is followed by choice "samplings" from the delightful 

writings of other nature-loving authors . Children usually 

catch something of t~e enthusiasm _for the great out of doors 

from Enos A. Mills . In the foreword to his Romance of 

Geology3 he says , ur cannot transfer to you the rapture that 
nature has within me stirred, but you are welcome to go out 
into the vast cathedral of the world and hear the melody 
blom by the mystic trumpeter , where the eager heart will 
hear the olden ., golden roundelay, ' The pathway to the Heroic 
Age out with Nature lies."' There is evidence that nature 

has _stirred a ·kindred rapture within some of our students ., 

because we f'ind an expression of the same enthusiastic appre- . 

elation for the loveliness of nature in ~tudent essays on 

such topics as ttAutumn Leaves and River Drives, tt 11 Waters, tt 

and "Prairie Sunset · Glory .•• In addition to n samplings'' from 

nature essays to arouse reading interests , class discussion 

2 . . 
Essie Chamberlain , Editor , pp . 287-97 . op cit. 

3Enos A. Mills , THE ROYLANCE OF GEOLOGY, p . iiio 
Garden City, New York:: Doubleday , P~ge , and Company. 
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of .favorite books and magazines will furnish a means .of ex

.changing ideas ~ 

Intellectual curiosity and a love for reading implies a 

certain amount of skill . in the mechanics of reading. Pupils 

lacking this are d~.cidedly handicapped so far as intellectual 

advancement is concerned. The pupil who reads with great 

dif'ficulty will look upon books as "racks of the torture cham 

ber ." To him a large part of t~e nrichness of personal 1·i ·fe , 

breath of interests in worth- wh~le things , ac.tivities in di

rections _ good for the individual and for society" will be de

nied. But these things , according to G •• Yoakam4 are the 

real tests of the tru.ly educated. The person who reads for 

pleasure or who is an ef'ficient reader , has -~ adequate vocab 

ulary for the subject matter he wishes to read and knows ways 

of economizing reading time . _ Fundamental , then, in any teach 

er _' s work are the diagnosis of difficulties and application. 

of remedial measures for pupils who are not efficient readers 

In directing outside reading according to special interests , 

the teacher must take into account the reading ability of her 

·pupils . If she is able to suggest excellent easy literatw e , 

she may avoid discouragement and stimulate interests which 

will motivate further reading. On the other hand she must 

lead the <?hild to read increasingly more difficult material . 

Plan for treatment of the essay.- The plan for treat-

4 Gerald Alan Yoakam, THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE ASSIGNMENT ·, 
p . 347 . New York: The MacMillan Company, 1932 . 
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ment of the essay was as follows: First , the anthology of es

says used as a basic text5 at Wichita. High School East and 

the anthologies of essays which may be procured in supplement 

ary sets through the school library6- 7-s wer~ examined. From 

these collections were selected only those essays which 

s.eemed particularly well suited to arousing potential inter

ests in hobbies or leisure- time activities . Second, the es

says were examined and grouped -according to the possible out

comes , -and a bibliography .of correlated readings which are 

available·either at the school library or at the public libra 

ry was assembled for each group. 1he value of such a biblio

graphy is foreseen in the teacher ' s having at hand a biblio

graphy of available materials which she has· investigated and 

from which she may ·suggest definite readings related to the 

interests of the individual child, suited to his reading 

ability, and which she knows he will be able to find. He may 

thus be encouraged to make further explorations in the libra

ry for himself. Miss Hazel HoV1es , the librarian at High 

School -East , gives valuable assistance in teaching pupils how 

5Essie Chamberlain ., Editor . · op cit . 

6Anita P. Forbes • Editor , ESS YS FOR DISCUSSION, pp . 
xii--472 . New York. Harper and Brothers , 1931 . 

7 F. H. -Law, Edi tor ., SCIENCE IN LITER TURE, pp . 
xviii ~ 365. New York: Harper and Brothers , 1929. 

8Raymond Woodbury Pence , ESSAYS BY PRESENT D Y ffiITERS , 
pp . xv--361 . New York: MacMillan Co~pany , l930 . 
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to use the school library. From time' to time English classes 

meet in the library for such instruction with Miss Howes . 

Pupils re taught the ·arrangement · and use of the card index , 

how to find a book on the shelves , and how to use the period

ical indexes and other study helps . They are encouraged to 

make use of the school library as well as to have cards of 

their own and draw books from the City Librar . This supple

ments and materially aids the work done by teachers . 

Obviously, the study undertaken here cannot be complete , 

for the very nature of the plan implies that additional mate

rials must be considered a s they become available • . The 

teacher must be constantly alert to discover these new mate

rials as they appear , and she must not lose. sight of the in

dividual pupil in planning .the use of materials . 

The Essay in Relation to Special Lnterests 

'Ihe problem of leisure in general .- Robert Louis Steven

son ' s essay "An Apology .for Idlersn 9- io is a good starting 

point for the consideration of the general problem of leisure 

and the importance of the right use of 1eisure in human de

velopment. He places a high value upon curiosity as a means 

of broadening human experience and making life more abundant . 

One may easily link Stevenson ' s · idea of th'e· value of so 

called idleness with that of leisure .which is well spent . 

9 Essie Chamberlain, Editor , pp . 3-13 . op cit . 

lOAni·ta Forbes , Editor , pp . 271- 85 . op cit. 
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llie importance of leisure in the life of an individual and a 

nation may be brought out through the discussions ba sed upon 

magazine reading . Fo1-a ·example: The article 11 One Family eet 

the Depression" in the Readers ' Digest11 stres$ed the spirit 

al value of life . lliis opened up the discus•sion of the use 

of periods of unemployment for self- improvement , the possi

bilities of self- improvement during increasingly longer peri 

ods of leisure , hobbies enjoyed by the pupils and those they 

knew and the like . Lists of possible leisure- time activitie 

compiled by individual pupils and supplemented by the sugges 

tions of the others revealed a very large field of worth

while activities . An examination of the biographical sketch

es of authors in the text will indicate a large number of es

say writers who are business or professional men and whose 

writing is more or less a hobby . T, e have notable examples i 

the city, of people who have made a great deal of some spe-
. . 

cial interest , and through this , have made a large contribu-

tion to culture . The acquaintance with ·the accomplishments 

of such men as Thurlow Lieurance , c .• Seward, Bruce ~oore , 

John oble, and others are made . This has been done through 

the use of conundrums and questions . 'I'hese were announced 

advance , and upon a certain day a few minutes of the class 

discussion was devoted to this _. uch a plan was formerly 

used with success to stimulate an interest in current readin 

11 B. Gordon Byron, none Family Meets the Depression, " 
THE .t DERS 1 DIGEST, Vol . 24 , No . 140 , December , 1933 . 
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accordirig to Miss Vera Ktiickerbocker , 12 head of the English 

department at High School hast , 

In the discussion of leisure·- time activities ., the chil- -

dren mentioned the motion pictures and the radio . These are 

recognized as important factors in education-. At the behest 

of the Motion Picture Research Council a four- year study of 

motion ptctures has just been completed by Dr . Herbert Blumer 

and Philip M. Hauser13 of the University of Chicago which in

dicates that most of the movies are detrimental to the best 

development of children and that the great majority of movies 

are devoid of either artistic or genuine socia1 content . 

Catherine Cooke Gilman, 14 chairman of the national connnittee 

on movies reports that the efforts that have been made by the 

Parent Teacher Association to cooperate with the motion pic

ture industries have been almost futile . It is apparent , 

then , that the -school program should as far as possible pro

vide guidance in the matter of moving picture attendance . 

Mr . Truman G. Reed, principal at High School East , and his 

teachers have been making a definite effort to help pupils to 

be discriminating in their choice of entertainments . During 

1933- 34 the English department with the aid of Mr . Reed en-

12 · 
Interview, ugust 23 , 1933 . 

13 -
James Rorty ., "How the Movies Ha.rm Children , '' PARENTS -' 

MAGAZINE , Vol . VIII , No . 8 , p . 18 , .ugust 1933 . 
' ' 

14 
Catherine Cooke Gilman , 11 Better Movies , " CHILD WELFARE , 

P• 271 , January ·l933 . 
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listed ·the cooperation of the motion picture houses in secur

ing advance information about productions which seem partic-
. ' . 

ularly worth while . Mention is made of these productions to 

the students . As a partial guide in_ suggesting worth- while 

radio programs the educational bulletins of.the National 

Broadcasting Company were used ~ These were posted upon the 

bulletin board and such comment as seemed -advisable to the 

teacher was made . The _cooperation of the local station, 

"K. F. H., n was also enlisted. Each week the English depart

ment issued a bulletin to teachers of English . It was the 

cooperative work of four teachers and contained the following 

items. First ., a statement concerning some hobby , some person 

who enjoyed a hobby, or ment i on of a book available at the 

City Library and dealing with some hobby . Second, a sta_te

ment concerning some movie of merit which was to appear at 

some local theater . Third, interesting items concerning de

velopment of radio and mentio·n of programs of unusual merit . 

Fourth, either a news item or a statement concerning some 

noted personality . 

The items were brief and were written on the black board 

where pupils could readily see them. Pupils usually initi

ated any discussion and were interested in adding other bits 

of ·interesting information. 

Enjoyment of nature .- Charles M. Taussig and Theodore 
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. Arthur Myers15 classify hobbies under three heads , · the ac

quiring of knowledge ., · the acquiring. of things ., and the making 

o-f things . The . enjoyment of nature might involve any one or 

all three of these . There is the acquiring of knowledge about 

trees ., flowers , stars ., birds , rocks ., insects· and other objects 

of nature; there is the collecting or leaves , flowers ., nests ., 

eggs ., butterflies , rocks and the like; and there is the mak

ing of gardens ., bird houses ., aquariums and the like . William 

Gould Vina.116 says , "If the census records could show hobbies , 

it would undoubtedly be discovered that bird hobbyists ., cam~ 

era fans ., flower amblers ., and all the members of. other nature 

ilks are increasing more rapidly than population .u This 

trend, he believes -is shown in attendance upon nature trips 

and lectures , memberships in nature clubs ., circulation of 

science books from the library, newspaper feature stories , 

and conversa•tion . He observes that -nature recreation com

pared with other forms of recreation is less expensive ; that 

it is more functional in that it can be enjoyed during all 

seasons of the year; it is more enduring for it can be con-

_tinued throughout life; it ia more satisfying ., for it can be 

carried on without nerve strain; and it is democratic , for it 

builds good citizenship . It should be a worth- while form of 

15 · · Charles -M. Taussig and Theodore Arthur Myers ., ·THE BOOK 
OF HOBBIES , P • 3. New York: Milton Balch and Company , 1~~4. 

16
w1111am Gould Vinal ., 11 Today ' s · Nature Education and 

Tomorrow ' s Leisure ,tt RECRE TION , Vol. 27 , No . 1 , PP • 17-19 . 
pril 1933 . 

, , 
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leisure activity and will probably appeal to as mariy or more 

pupils . than any of the others. 

Literature is rich in nature writings . Henry David 

Thoreau 1s17 "Where I Lived and What I Lived Forn presents a 

philosophy of life which includes much time for leisure pur

suits and the enjoyment of nature . It probably would not be 

wise to use this essay with groups who are - poor readers un

less the teacher works with the students directing the 

thought as they read . Such passages as the following will be 

found as _ "guide posts• revealing the central idea of the es

say and forming a basis for the discussion: "I retained the 

landscape , and have since annually carried off what it 

yielded without a wheelbarroiv ." "I have frequently seen a 

poet withdrawn , having enjoyed the most valuable part of a 

farm, while the crusty farmer supposed he had got a few ap

ples only.n nstill we live meanly like ants , though the fa

ble tells us that we . were long ago changed into men . 0 In 

the teacher·' s files are student themes , selected for their 

fine appreciation of nature , which will indicate to the class 

-that it is possible for students , too , to· nretain the land

scape and carry off what it yields .n These amateur essays 

encourage students to try to express their feelings toward 

nature much better than illustrative material from the pen of 

a more experienced writer . 

17 . Essie Chamberlain , Editor , pp . 160- 74 . op cit . -. 
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_Lafcadio Hern in his "The Mississippi018 and "New 

Orleans1119 reveals keen powers of observation and a deep 

appreciation for the beauty of nature . Reactions of high 

school students indicate that Hearn •s vivid , colorful style 

renders the essays enjoyable to most boys and girls . · It is 

a logical step from the study of these essays to the beauty 

spots in and around Wichita . Hea.rn ' s essays form a basis for 

stimulating keener powers of observation on the part of the 

students . Clearer concepts may be built up , and exercises 1~ 

vocabulary work will aid pupils in expressing their ideas 
· 20 

forcefully . For this work Phyllis A. Robbins ' · 1?ook , 

.An Approach to Composition Through Psychology, will be found ·· 

helpful . recent book by Helen Rand21 will also be found a 

valuable aid in stlmulating keenet' powers of observation . 

The book contains a usable chapter on hobbies . 

The idea of a pleasure tr p appeals to most students ~ 

'Ihe author of tb i ·s study has ·been impressed with the number 

18
Essie Chamberlain , pp . 210- 13 . _op cit . 

19 Ibid. PP • 214- 16 . 

20 
Phyll:i.s A. Robbins , 

PSYCHOLOGY, pp . xvii~- -272 . 
University Press , 1929 . 

21 _ 
Helen Rand, ENGLISH 

PPROACH TO COMPOSITION TH~OUG 

New York: Henry· Holt 
and Company , 1933 . --------
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of pupils who say they would travel .if they could spend a va.

ca tion a.s they rnuld c.hoo se . Yet comparatively few seem to 

have a:n idea of the educational advantages of travel . When 

as ed the question , 0 V'Jher.e would you go?" many students an
swer, noh, I don ' t know . Just get into the·car and go and 

see things as I come to them. " Others have a definite desti

nation in mind , but do not seem to be able to give any evi

dence of knowing how to make the most of such a trip . 

Francis Warfield22 has given us a delightful humorously , 

satirical essay, n merica on Wheels" through which one may · 

present possibilities of initiating worth- while worlr in this . 

phase of leisure- time activity . In speaking of the average 

motorist Mis s Warfield says , tt There was a lovely blue and 
purple mountain , as well as ·a spot of water and a strip of 
Connecticut Valley. in the distance • . His mind was too occu
pied with the road and with merits of the advertised products 
to take them in . n This ngreat , carelens , motion- intox cated 

throng" who crowd merica ' s highways thus miss the firier 

types of enjoyment and the lasting satisf2ctions of their 

trips . On~ high school boy felt decidedly chagrined upon 

learning that the i tinera.ry of his summer v cation tr p had 

included Hannibal , Missouri , and he had not known of the 

rk Twain cave there . He had missed seeing it .although he 

had read many of Mark Twain ' s books with a greet deal of' 

pleasure . It will not , of course , be possible nor desirable 

· to chart the highways noting points· of interest , but students 

22Ar:1ita F'orbes , Editor , pp . ·165- 77 . op cit . 
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can be made aware of the possibilities in making the most of 

a ·tr p . The discussions may begin with viich ita . I/hat would 

ou find of interest to see in ti chi ta· if you were a stranger 

here? What a re . some of the ·worth- while trips one might take 

near Wichita? If the class wished to do so , they might write 

questions -ba sed upon trips they themselves have taken , as 

0 Where · would one go to see Charles Lindbergh ' s plane , 

' The Spir t of Saint Louis?"' · nwhere is the Mark Twain 

cave-?tt "Why do so many people go to Cody, Wyoming?'' orth-

while theme work has been done in planning a trip . 'lb.is was 

based on outside reading in order that the student would gain 

experience in planning a trip to include the most worth- while 

points . Oral themes giving experiences of -pupils in taking· 

trips are interesting to the class if they are carefully as

signed so that only the most important points are covered. 

Hiking and camping will appeal to many students . · niese 
23 will enjoy Robert Louis Stevenson ' s "Walking Tours , " 

Stewart Edward white 1s non Making Camp , 124 and Oliver Wendell 

Holmes ' n Boa ting . u 25 The study of these essays will furnish 

an opportunity for introducing such hobbies as birds , trees , 

butterflies , stones , rocks , camping , and woodcraft of all 

k i nds . " Boatingtt suggests the building of model boats , 

23Pnita· Forbes , Editor , pp . 83- 95 . op cit . 

24Essie Chamberlain , Editor , pp . - 287- 97 . op cit . 

25 · 
Ibid, pp~ 133- 40 . 
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canoes , etc . 'Ihe statement by Holmes , "This, in sober ear- . 

nest , Ls the nearest approach to fly:ing that man has ever 

made or perhaps ever will make," ·might be used to stimulate 

an interest in aviation . · '!he outside readin.g for the v,eek 

might be related to this interest .including ·the making of' 

model planes and gliders . 

A more scientific interest might ·be a:roused · through the 

.reading of such essays as Henshaw Ward ' s26 "The Candle of 

Astronom~. u 

In the study of the essays which have been selected for 

stressing enjoyment of nature .four general types have been 

considered, first , tJ:?.ose emphasizing the beauties of nature ; 

second , orie dealing with motor travel; third, those dealing 

with hiking and camping; . and fourth , those emphasizing the 

scientific aspect of nature . - These i · ly the three types of 

hobbies suggested at the first of the discussion . The bibli

ography includes books which will be found useful in direct

ing readings . 

Enjoyment of good books and readirig.- One of the best 

·liked essays in Essie Chamberlain ' s collection is Ray Stan

nard Baker 1s27 " I Entertain an gent Unawares .n The contras 

between the genuine book-lover and the pseudo book- lover who 

sells 11 literchoorn in attractive bindings is so cleverly done 

26 
Anita Forbes , Editor , PP • 329- 43 , op cit . 

27 · 
Ess e Chamberlain , pp . 278- 86 , op cit . 
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that students readily see it . Useful also in stressing en

joyment of books is John Kenrick Bangs 128 " IViy Silent Ser

vants . " Bangs looks upon books as a possib_ility for "glow

ing comradeship with the noblest minds of all time . st For hit 

the pages of history really live ; books are immortal . Many 

students will be able to suggest lists of books which should 

be in a nwell selected'• library~ Exchange· of ideas here is 

profitable . Very brief reviews , suggesting only ·the general 

nature of favorite books are sometimes written and added to 

the clas_s room list of suggested readings . The 11 Ask Me 

An.other" idea might again be used in pupil questions pertain 

ing to books they have read as , tt rn what book may one read 

of a Scotch boy ' s thr lling experiences du.ring the Revolu.;.. 

tionary War?u 1 In· what book does Morley tell of a plo.t to 

lcill a president?tt etc . William llen ~i te29 in " Mary 

White" mentions the reading tastes of bis daughter whom stu

dents generally admire . Here , too , is an entering wedge for 

discussion of tastes in ~eading , and students may be aided i 

mak ing out tentative reading lists for .themselves based upon 

their own peculiar interests . Some students will prof t by 

the suggest on for keeping a list of books read, the name of 

the author , and a brief note concerning the content . 11 pu-

pils should be encouraged to do this . 

28 • 
Essie Chamberlain , -PP • 151- 60 , op cit . 

29
Ibid. pp 185-91 . 
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Newspaper and magazine reading should be included when 

considering reading tastes . Investigations indicate that th 

average young person and adult turns ·first to the comic sec

tion of the newspaper . Types of mag~zines which are sold in 

great numbers at news stands indicate a need for training in 

discrimination of such reading ~ The essay., ttRichard Kane 

Reads the News" by Irwin Edman30 is an excellent introducti.o 

to such a study. In this essay five points of view are ex

pressed by as many different people . Each has a decided vieVi 

of the value of the newspaper . The reading of the essay was 

followed by a study of the local papers with the idea of ac

quainting the students with their more.worth- while offerings . 

Lists of magazines containing articles of interest to stu;.. 

dents was made . As far as possible copies of these magazine 

are kept upon the book shelves in the room so that pupils ma 

acquire the habit of reeding them. References made to inter 

esting articles in current magazines from time to time will 

have a tendency to direct reading interests in worth- while 

channels . 'Ihis , of course , implies taking into account the 

. probable interests and reading ability of students . 

Interest in Indian relics , collecting., handicraft .-

. Washington Irving31 finds many admirable traits of character 

in the American Indians in his . n Traits of Indian Character . ' 

30Anita Forbes , Editor , pp . 387- 406 , op cit . 

~1Essie ChB:mberlain , pp . 28- 38 ,. op cit . 
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Doubtless some students will have collections of' arrow heads 

or other relics which the class would f'ind interesting . The 

interest in making baskets and articles of beads such as 

those the Indians make may be arous·ed if a little attention 

is given to this . Some students know how to do this and will 

be glad to give a talk explaining and demonstrating how it is 

done . Those who are interested will examine books which the 

teacher has on her desk concerning the work . The different 

kinds of collections that people have enjoyed making was 

listed and a bibliography of materials available in the li

braries concerning each was posted on t h e bulletin board. 

Children should know that collecting is one of the most ex

pensive types of hobbies , although. collecting of nature mate

rials is not nece~sarily so . 

Pets.- ·A consideration of hobbies and leisure- time 

activities would include pets . No detailed discussion would 

be necessary ," but the subject , introduced through Agnes 

Repplier ' s essay, nA Kitten ,"32 which most young people en

joy, would suggest oral or written original essays based on 

personal experience with pets . A bibliography of related 

outside reading posted on the bulletin board encourages fur

ther reading or furnishes useful information to children 

wishing to start a new hobby • . 
. . 

Summary .- Anthologies of essays which may be secured in 

32 
Essie Chamberlain , PP • 71- 9 ,. op cit . 
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supplementary sets through the school library as well as the 

basic text were .examin_ed. From these essays were selected 

only those essays which seemed -particularly well suited to 

arousing potential interests in hobbies or leisure- time 

activities that are constructive . The essays were g·rouped 

according -to possible outcomes in the way of arousing inter

ests and a bibliography of materials which can be secured 

either at the school or the city library was made for each 

group . Books dealing with interests other than those which 

were mentioned on the questionnaires were included in this · 

supplementary bibliography, for they represent- interests 

whi ch have been enjoyed by others and which are worthy of be

i ng cultivated. 



CH PTER VII 

SUM1V1ARY1 CONCLUSIOrJS , 'ID RECOMMEND TIONS. 

Educational significance •. - The worthy use of leisure ha 

been set up as one of the cardinal principles of education, 

but studies that have been ma.de seem to indicate that this 

objective has not been sufficiently stressed· in school work . 

1m. increasingly large amount of leisure seems inevitable in 

our national life . Consequently the problem concerned with . 

stimulating a lively curiosity and spirit of inqufry pertain 

ing to creative types of activity which ma lead to sustaine 

growth throughout the life of the student becomes one of vi

tal importance. 

Early in the century educational leaders and·philoso

phers anticipated the problem of increased leisure , and with 

in recent months other writers have stressed the importance 

of the proper use of leisure time . Examination of the works 

of leading educators and philosophers shows that all have 

stressed the importance of this obje_ctive. 1 though some 

writers feel that the extra- curricular activities should mor 

and more become harmonized with and absorbed by the regular 

class room work , there shall probably always be a need which 

such activities alone can satisfy. 'Ihe feeling seems to be 

that class room teachers have depended too much upon the 

extra- curricular program to train for leisure and have neg

lected some very promising opportunities in their own fields- . 

Provisions for leisure in Wichita, Kansas .- An investi

gation was made to see what stress is placed upon training 
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and provisions for leisure in Wichita , Kansas . This inve·s

tigation revealed that much is being done through the· school 1 

- churches, civic , character- building and municipal agencies . 

The schools .- One of the most · significant things that 

is being done in the elemen_tary s.chools , aside from the reg

ular curricular work , is their effort to -stimulate interests 

of children in worth- while activities du1.,ing the long vaca- · 

tion . The work , initiated by Mrs . Mary Singer and her teach 

ers at Park Elementary School , proved so worth while that th 

plan was carried to other schools through a bulletin _issued 

by Miss Lucy Meacham, elementary supervisor ., and N.ir . L. vv . 

Mayberry , superintendent. 

Intermediate schools stress leisure activities in their 

home- room programs . · most comprehensive course in training 

for citizenship was worked _out by Mr . Frank Reid and his 

teachers at Roosevelt Intermediate School . This program em

phasizes the development of a variety of interests and crea

tive types of leisure . 

program emphasizing intramural sports with a large 

number of participants rather tha~ a few trained athietes is 

functioning in intermediate and high schools . This is the 

culmination of a carefully planned program of physical edu

cation i_n the elementary schools . The large numbers of' 

young people who make use of tennis courts and play facili

ties during the summer months is evidence that the work of 

the school year does carry over into the leisure- time of 
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students . 

Rather extensive_ curricular programs a.re provided in 

both high schools . Voluntary membership i n clubs suggests a 

genuine interest . Opportunity night school for adults who 

wish to improve t heir minds is operated e a ch year by the 

Wichita Board of Education . _The two universities offer a 

similar opportunity in their down- town extension course . Im 

the regular courses both Friends University and Wichi ta 

University stress art ., dramatics , and music under able lead

ership . Wichita University is especially fortunate in havin 

Dean Thurlow Lieurance . Creative work in music is a s i gni

ficant phase of the music courses under his direction . 

Other agencies .- The objective of the Wichita park boar 

has been to provide places of lay and recreation for every · 

man ., woman ., and child in the city and to make these places o 

play attractive beauty spots . Thousands of people erijoy the 

recreational facilities ., picnic grounds , and beauty spots 

provided by the park board, and hundreds of children enjoy 

the th r teen play centers . 

The Boy Scout organization ., through troop meetings , 

civic activities ., and sunnner camps , furnish guidance for lei 

sure to 1 , 138 boys . lhere are thirty- five troops of Girl 

Scouts . 

The Y. w~ c. A. offers a varied program of leisure- time 

activ ties in the r play n ght s for young people ., vacation 

clubs , business girls ' league , industrial club , and the use 
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of the pool , club rooms , tennis courts , and Camp Bide- a-~~ee . 

The Y. M. c. A. features a community recreation p·rogram wh c 

touches the lives of thousands . 

The Wichfta churches provide leadership for basket- ball 

clubs , church parties and picnics , junior choirs and similar 

organizations . The ·wichita Council of Churches through the 

Christian Youth Council stresses creative leisure- time activ 

ities . 

The Wichita City Library is a decided constructive fac

tor in the leisure of the people . 1hrough branch libraries 

in ten elementary and four intermediate schools and the book 

wagon , its influenc~ is extended. There has been an increas 

of 43 per cent ~n the patronage of the library in the past 

two years . The service is further extended through the radi 

programs on Thursday in charge of Miss Winifred Schott , chil 

dren ' s librarian . 

Leisure- time objective in literature .- The treatment of 

literature which stresses the worthy use of le i sure is based 

upon the thesis that the real test of the . value of a litera

ture course to any particular student is whether he has ac- · 

quired appreciations , worth- while interests , and a taste for 

good reading which will lead him to enriched experiences and _ 

continued growth throughout life . In an endeavor to learn 

of interests of pupils , a questionnaire was used . The re

sults revealed more than two hundred different hobbies among 

neariy five hu..11.cired students questi.oned. Most of these hob

bies or interests represented worth- while activities . The 
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most popular interest for both boys and girls was reading. 

An e.ffort was made to trace the influence of the high school 

in these interests . Twenty- three d .fferent interests were 

reported by five or more boys as having th~ir source partial- . 

ly or wholly in the class room of the high school . 'lh.e group 

report ng hobbies originating in class room repre~ented 26 . 6 

per cerit of the whole group studied . Five or more girls re

ported each of eighteen interests as originating partially 

or wholly in the high school class room. The group bf girls 

attributing the influence of the class room work responsible 

for spec al interests was 35 . 9 per cent of the whole group 

studied. 

Examination O'f literature for use . in high school courses 

with the leisure- time objective in mind revealed much of the 

subject matter was well adapted to use in considering worth

while pursuits ·ror leisure . The novel , poetry, and drama . 

were treated in a more general way, but specific essays were 

selected that could be used in stressing creative types of 

leisure . bibliography of related materials in books that 
r 

are available to students · in the c_ity or school library was· 

assembled. The value of such a bibliography is foreseen in 

the teacher ' s having at hand a bibliography of materials 

which she has examined and from which she may select definite 

readings related to the interests of the individual child, 

suited to his reading ability and which she is reasonably 

sur'e he ·can find. 
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Conclusions and recommendations .- Stud es in this field 

. seem to ind cate that schools are not doing as much as they 

should in the way of training for constructive use of leisur~ 

which is so rapidly becoming an increasingly large segment of 

American life . If schools are to. prepare students for life ., 

this phase of it must not be ignored nor casually treated. 

,The most recent and thorough study of wha·t the schools are 

actually doing was made by Mr . Eugene T. Lies . 1 • Lies 

and his assistant studied the content of school programs for 

leisure education and prevailing teaching practices ~n the 

following school activi_:!;ie·s: physica·1 education, reading and 

literature , dramatiqs , music , art and handicrafts ., nature 

study, extra- curricular activities , after sc~ool hours ., va

cation time , and evening schools . He found that in many of 

the schools which he studied a decided effort to train for 

leisure was being made , but in many schools this objec·tive. is 

not carried beyond the pages of the course of study. One 

evidence that thinking p~ople are realizing the importance of 

leisure is found in the fact that college~ are taking it into 

consideration in planning courses . _ James Edward Rogers1 of 

the National Recreation ssociation reports that Butler 

University in Indianapolis ., Indiana , is planning to prepare 

its stud~nts for adequate living during leisure hours as well 

as during working hours by providing courses on hobbies . 

1 James Ed ard Rogers , " vocational Education for the New 
Day;n SCHOOL AND SOCIETY, Vol . 37 , pp ~ 793- 99 , June 24 , 1933 . 
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The results of the questionnaire seem to ind cate that ,,....-:.?""' 

work in the class rooms of Uchi ta High · School Ea.at exert 

considerable influence ·on leisure-time activities of the boys 

and girls; 26 . 6 per cent of all boys studie_d and 35 . 9 per 

cent of all girls studied reported that hobby interests de

veloped in high school had their source in class-room work . 

The basis for all class- room procedu1.,e is · the indlvidual 

child. The child ' s leisure-time activities will follow the 

line of h s per,sonal preferences . Then these must be the 

foundation for the work in training for leisure . There is 

no substitute for personal contact with the student in dis

covering h s interes_ts and arousing new ones ., The cuJ.tiva

tion of a love for good reading is one of the objectives , and 

a most important one , · in the teaching of English literature . 

Here , too , the student is the basis for the work presented. 

In directing his outside reading, the teache~ will be more_ 

successful if she recommends those things which are within 

the range of pupils ' ability and interests . She must strive 

to el minate poor reading habits , for inability to read pre- · 

sen ts a handicap to the erijoymen t of good books . Reading 

materials should be made -accessible to students in every way 

possible . Every English room in Wichita High School East . 
·has a collection of books for outside reading which may be 

checked out . The school library has a collection of books 

which students may check out for a week and renew if neces

sary . · Students · are given instruction in the use of the tools 

. 
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of study found in the library . 'lhey learn the Use of the 

card index, _how to find the books on the shelves , the use of 

readers ' guides and other helps . At Roosevelt Intermediate 

School a course in magazine reading · is offered. The effort 

to cultivate a taste for reading worth- while magazines is 

carried over in the high school . As many worth- while maga- ----

z ine s as possible are kept on the shelves in the rooms .where 

they are easily accessible to students . The English depart

ment through .the use of a weekly bulletin aroused considera

ble interest in hobbies , worth- while radio programs , impor

tant persons in city and national life , and in worth- while 

movie programs . 

It would be desirable to have more boo~s and magazines 

in each class room. Nany students work after school and hav 

very little time for visiting the public library . For eco

nomic reasons students cannot purchase as many magazines as 

could be used profitably. Such materials as clippings and 

pictures which are valuable for use in the enr chment of the 

English course should be filed in manila .folders , and prop

erly classified and indexed so that they can be readily found 

when needed. · 

Other studies needed .- The development of worth- while 

hobby in.terests is increasingly important . Many students who 

find difficulty in _doing their work seem to have no such in

terests . Although it is generally conceded that one ' s hob

bies are to a large extent a measure of intelligence , a study 
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which.shows whether there is a positive correlation between 

the number and depth .of interests and intelligence quotient 

or school accomplishment might be worth while. It may be 

that low intelligence is not respor1;sible .for the dearth o.f 

interests. It seems p~obable that economic stress may be at 

least partly responsible for the condition , for ma.ny students 

who seem to be lacking in any deep interests come from under

privileged homes . 1hen, in such a study, economic handicaps 

would need to be considered also . This might include a stud~ 

o.f hobbies which are en joyed by students who are econom cally 
. ·, 

handicapped. An experiment in which all school activities 

should be absolutely free of any fees or charges might be 

revealing . Just how much influence does the cost. of courses 

in music , art , and other electives have in barring students 

.from these activities? These are important means of worth

while _enjoyment and should for that reason be available to 

all students who desire them. · 

Teachers are confronted with the question as to why 

students so frequently choose the ''yellow back" novel type 

of reading instead of the more desirable types . It seems 

true that people are i nclined to tollow the line of least re

s·istance. An answer to the question might be found, partial-: 

ly at least , in a survey of the types of materials that are 

most accessible to students in the home , at the neighborhood 

stores and book stands , _ and library centers. One wonders how 

much the low price of such materials affects the choice . 
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Statements of _pupils in casual conversation would indicate 

that this has· had something., at least ., to do with the choice 

of reading . 

The hobby interests that were ·round among boys and 

girls showed that many of them f~und their sources in class

room subjects . Then it would seem worth while to make a 

c1u·riculum study in which the objective was the integration 

of the course in English with that of other school subjects . 

Tb.is is being. done to a certain extent through the medium of 
outside reading, but it seems probable that far reaching re

sults might be obtained from a careful study with this in 

mind. 

1, , 
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